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CRUCIAL CONFERENCE T O D A Y

FOR CLAM CULTURE

M ay A ffect th e Fate Of That M uch D iscussed

Com’r Feyler Strongly Be
hind Bill Introduced by
Prince of Harpswell
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D eer Isle Bridge

Passage of a bill Introduced in Leg
islature by Representative Jack
Prince Jr., of Harpswell to provide
The future of the Deer Isle bridge ( In granting the extension, PWA $9000 lor clam culture would go a
will be discussed today with Col made the conditions that no further long way towards laying the founda
l charting a course on tax legislation. „
tion of a systematic program of con
.. Hackett.
ti i. . . »„«„» •
Horatio
Assistant Public extension of time and no more Fed. Renllhllcan p a , lp„ - anh-enmmii servation and propagation and would
eral money would be asked.
| A nepuoiican caucus suo commie
Qf pWA
be a splendid thing for our declining
tee. cbosen w wrestle with the tax Works Administrator, at a conference
arranged by Representative Ralph O money is designed to put men to clam industry, according to Commis
problem,
was
scheduled
to
meet
to

>•
•••
••• ♦
*• day before the Legislature convened. Brewster of Maine and George A. work immediately and that a project sioner Rodney E. Feyler of the DcFriendship always benefits, love ~
Williamson. Williamson is former which cannot start at once, no matter par'incut of Sea and Shore Fisheries
The Republican party holds heavy
sometimes Injures. —Seneca
“There is little I can add to what
Maine Federal Housing Administra how otherwise meritorious, cannot tie
... r majorities in both branches.
up PWA money indefinitely. The has already been widely publicized
"We hope to get together on some- ' tor and now consulting engineer with I o rig in a , allocation fo r th e bridge was
about the seriousness of the clam sit
WHAT SAY, MR. DREW’? thing at this meeting," a committee Robinson and Steinm an of New York made early in September.
uation.' said the Commissioner.. “I
I member said.
'
who designed the bridge.
Representative Brewster said, that believe that there are thousands of
Here's a Red Hot Bowling Bills now before the Legislature | Robinson and Raymond Small, o f ' several arguments would be laid be prisons in Maine who want to see
Challenge Which Seems cover varied form s of taxation, in  the Bridge District will go to Wash- ■fore Hackett, Tuesday, including In this measure passed We have got to
cluding those applying to incomes,
crease of the Federal grant: exten do something and waiting another
ington for the conference and will
To Bar Nobody
liquor, beer, slot machines, corpora
sion of time to ask new bids, which two years might be disasterous to the
tions, utilities, horse racing, general confer with Senator White. The j. Williamson thinks would yield lower industry.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
question is, w hat is to be done about ] prices: re-design of the bridge which
Parker E. Worrey, general chairman The last round-up never had any
Attention. Ganders. Indians. Fish merchandise sales, luxuries. Intangi
Representative Prince, a “fresh
the new bids for the bridge, opened might reduce costs but would re man" in the House has made an ex
thing on the big beano game over
ermen and would-be bowlers of bles and cosmetics.
of the Community F air says there
Alvra W . Gregory, veteran manager
State officials estimated that if Feb. 11 which were too high lor avail quire an extension of time: possibility haustive study of the clam situation.
which M ilton M. G riffin so suc
Vinaihaven. Having met here in
of many past fairs, who has aided
are HMM) details. He doesn't seem
of a bid from a firm which would His bill would allot $1500 to each of
private session, we. the defenders of i proposed State expenditures includ able funds.
cessfully presides.
to have massed any bet.
M r. Worrey in his task.
PWA ha» allocated a grant of $315.- experiment with a new process of
Rockland s honorable game of 10-pins ing those for old age pensions, pauper
the eight clam producing counties for
do this day and date challenge you assistance and educational improve 000 and a loan of $385,000 for the foundation which would cost less the next two years. This money
Community Fair opened most nate the center—first Fireproof G a Harmonica Boys, and a specialty
to prove your boastful statements in ment are to be m ade In the next two bridge. Original deadline for award- . while meeting present specification, would be expended under the super
ing the contract was Dec. 1, but bids ' Col. Hackett said Saturday, "no
The Courier-Gazette of the past years and the sta te deficit Is to be
vision of the Commissioner of Sea auspiciously last night with Com rage, close to the stage, cynosure of "Stepping High" by Miss Barbara
Gamage.
three weeks and furthermore, to S k ip ; wiped out, nearly $8,000,000 in new opened prior to th at time were too more time and no more money "
and Shore Fisheries. Commissioner munity Building thronged to the all eyes with two of the beautiful Derry and Milton
• • • ■
high. The Bridge District asked
But that was before Williamson
Then Central
Arey we say. “Bring forth your money" will be necessary.
Feyler believes that the wardens In doors in spite of most inclement new Oldsmobiles.
A true professional flavor featured
Maine Power Co. with an all electric
Ganders and Indians."
| The sub-committee includes J. and received an extension of time to had been down talking to PWA en- the respective counties would be the
last
night's vaudeville acts with
March
1,
on
the
plea
that
better
bids
gineers.
The
various
proposals
will
weather.
The
new
structure
lent
kitchen, complete in every detail and
The first match must be in Rock- , Frederic Burns of Houlton, president
logical men to manage the operations
Harvey's Trumpeters, Francis Have
land at the S tar alleys If said Vinal- 1of the Senate: George E. Hill of could be had if the work were to be be put before H ackett Tuesday by the
models
of
their
famous
G.
E.
and
itself
admirably
to
the
purpose,
hav
New beds would be "seeded in” and
begun In warm weather.
j delegation.
ner. Jr., In his own comedy baritone
haven team can reach the mainland south Portland. Speaker of th e
a survey made of the conditions. ing every convenience and ample ac Easy Washers and fixtures. The Home
skit, the Harmonica Boys, a snappy
Westinghouse
electric
refrigerators,
without getting seasick.
House; Senator Leroy F. Hussey of
Special sections would be set aside commodations. The spacious foyer
Sailor's Dance number, Norma RamsWe shall be looking for an accept- Augusta chairman of the Appropriafor this seeding work. It is con with ticket offices, check rooms and Service department will have a cooked dell as Petite Pavlova. Betty O'Brien
food
d'splay
with
articles
given
away,
ance through this paper and hope • tions and Financial Affairs Committended that an acre of cultured flats
the two entrances to the show made a free electric roasteT as a grand in a Gypsy Dance, and a sharply en
Skip Arey can bring over his boys. I tee. Repiesentative Louis E Flanders
will seed many surrounding acres.
cored dance routine by Barbara Derry
Captain Rackliff is raring to go and 1of Allburn assistant Republican
.
“I am familiar with the results ob the handling of the crowds and dis prize, and demonstrations of lights and Milton Gamage. J. C. Burrows
and
equipment.
tribution
of
samples
an
easy
matter
is training already for the game at floor leader and Representative Dontained in Massachusetts and other
A four-in-one display is the Mc- did the announcing.
the Haven by rolling stones around a,d w Pbllbrick Of Cape Elizabeth,
states," said Mr. Prince, "and Maine
Upon entering the m ain auditorium
• • • •
Loon
Sales & Service tastefully deco
old Thomaston road.
■
regU[ar Legislative Committee
must go in for similar activity. In from the west side one first encount
The jovial and expert Mr. Nalley
rated
section
with
Frigidaire,
hot
S tar (Alley) Reporter
()n Taxatjon of which Senator Jo h n
my territory our clams have prac ers the soda and soft drinks booth in
was everywhere helpful at the fair
Rockland. Feb. 22
] W. Blanchard of Franklin County is
tically disappeared putting many men pastel colors, general charge of com water heaters, bathroom installations, and when late Monday the Baxter
electric
ranges,
and
general
appli
(By Kay McDonald)
chairman, was scheduled to conduct
out of work. This is the condition all mittees headed by Mrs. Donald Cum
booth had only started decorating,
ances demonstrated.
hearings this week on several of th e
AND ON FEB. 20!
Mr. Nalley stepped in and, lo, the job
Dauntless in the face of hostile morning results, failed decisively over the State. Factory owners tell mings and Mrs. David Beach Next
• • • •
bills referred to it.
to this is the perfectly amazing ex
me
that
unless
something
is
done
time.
when
faced
by
Rockland
and
barely
weather conditions, Camden Outing
In the large billiard room adjoining was done and on
• • ••
they will have to close within an hibit of the M. B & C. O. Perry
Three G olf Fans Indulged In Committee hearings on a large
made
one
score
to
the
rival
RockI the main auditorium is the big beano
Club gamely forged ahead with its
Last night's program proved a true
other two years Diggers can scarce markets. This huge display is five
Favorite Sport
Spc On Rock-1 ™mber of measures will start this weekend festival at Snow Bowl, Hos ster's seven.
game under general supervision of hit, the participants being applauded
booths
long
and
is
done
so
beauti
afternoon when th e military affairs
At a grand ball held Saturday ly get enough for a meal. This is in
I M M. Griffin, a 75-seat game with to the echo and encored. Special
land Course
and claims committees consider n u  mer's Pond, and literally paddled its night at the Opera House the Queen my opinion a "must pass" measure fully as to decorations th at it dPfies
very fine prizes; here, too, may be credit on the programs choice Is due
description.
merous measures.
way to a second finale in winter and attendants received awards do and I am going to fight for its pas
Editor of T he Courier-Gazette:—
found the dart game, and the tub
Ten committees will swing into a c  sports annals. Melting ice from a nated by local merchants.
sage with every resource I know.”
T he decorations ot this booth, one game conducted by Winslow-Holbrook Mrs. Blanche Morton, Mrs. Charles
Will th e Knox County residents
Hewett and Mrs. Helen Chapman.
of th e high lights of the fair, were Post, A. L.
From miles around, from Massa
now basking in Florida sunshine, tion Wednesday afternoon, conduct perversely beaming sun caused some• • • •
ing
public
hearings
on
the
largest
especially th e esteemed editor of The
what juicy traveling Saturday at the 1chusetts, and from any other corner (Seventh Grade) won by Tom Mc done by a past master of the deco
The tower room on the second
A
large
smoking
room is provided
Courier-Gazette, please exercise their number of bills considered so far th is center of activities, but coronation of New England which boasted a Kay. Jr.; Donald Spalding, second; rator's art. L. R. Nally of Boston on floor sees talking pictures afternoon adjacent to the Beano section and
Nine
more
hearings
were
Avard Chafer, third; Harold Spring the Corn Products Co. staff. Mr. and evening, starting today under
noticing faculties by observing that It ' session
officials blithely Ignored such a horse lover came droves of motorists
all patrons are asked to confine their
Nally modestly ascribes his talents to
er, fourth.
is no longer necessary to leave the listed for Thursday.
auspices of the N. E. Tel & Tel. C o. smoking strictly to the smoking room.
mundane trifle and proceeded with to witness the strong racing card of
Men's Open One Lap Skating won the genius of his superior, W. A
fered Sunday—a jau n t rewarded with
good old S tate of Maine, in order to
and Fireproof Garage, free, of course.
ceremonies according to schedule.
by George Boynton. Jr.; Ken Carroll, Cahoon, whom he says, “is really The ample comfortable seating space This is in the interest of safety and is
thrills
for
the
hurtling
hoefs
trotted
And all (th a t Is. most all) of the
GREAT BARN DANCE
Miss Dorothy Mitchell, 16-year-old
plain common sense.
second; Roger Young, third; Harold good." Be that as it may the wizard
benefits and pleasures of a southern
• • • »
and fine toilet facilities are thorough
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence their stuff in grand style. The soft
ry
of
a
true
artist
is
apparent
in
the
Wilbur,
fourth.
Auditorium Mitchell. Washington street. Camden, ened condition of the ice exerted a
clime.
Daily drawings from the Perry
ly appreciated.
“Community
Woman's Open Two Lap Skating artistic grace and high showmanship
It can be stated on unimpeachable
and Unc le Seth" Next acclaimed Queen by virtue of 8215 slowing effect, yet speed was there won by Miss Constance Young. Miss seen from every angle in the Perry Tonight's gifts at the door will be booth will be made at about 4 o'clock
authority th a t Roger Sorrent. Albert
gifts to the ladies, 25 cans Baxter's and 8:30.
votes, graced her regal station with i *n plenty.
Lisbon Falls Driving
Hope Brown, second; Miss Marjorie section.
Monday Night
9 • • •
Emery and Harry Buffum played 18
corn, 100 packages Shredded Wheat,
striking brunette beauty and digni- Club sent a delegation of 25 memTaylor, fourth; Miss Dorothy Mitch
The products of the Corn Products 100 packages Life Savers, 100 balloons I Mrs. Rhamia E. Philbrlck was in
holes of golf Saturday. Feb. 20. over
A huge barn dance featuring hill fled mien. O ther contestants and bers and f°ur horses. These enthu- ell. third.
Co . Kre-mel. Karo, Mazola Oil, Dyno to the ehildren and 100 bottles of | general charge of decorations
the Rockland course. These hardy
their scores w ere: Gwendolyn Me • siastic followers of the equine sport
billie
and modern dance music in
Junior Boys' Two Lap Skating Dextrose sugar and other products are
Interested groups of citizens were
pioneers reported that the txyrse was
Ginger Ale to the men.
Kay of Camden. 7430; Lois Jacobs, stoutly declared their long journey
for the most part dry and in excellent 1equal proportions will wind up C om  of Rockland. 4135: Lolita Knight of was wel1 worth the effort and voted (Seventh Grade) won by Robert demonstrated here. A cooking dem
Tomorrow afternoon among the in continuous and enthusiastic tours
condition, that the playing was quite munity Fair on Monday evening. Rockland. 1420; Martha Anderson of a hearty "Bravo” for Camden and its Brown; Tom McKay, Jr., second; onstration is carried on by the Low- door gifts will be 22 bags Hardesty's of the great building, especially voic
Edward Stinson, third; Warren denville Milling and sampling by
as enjoyable as at any time Just oil March 1 at Community Auditorium, Warren, 655.
Flour, 12 three-pound bags Hardesty's ing their praise of the tower hall.
Outing Club.
9 *9 *
Pitcher, fourth.
Sunshine Biscuit Co., and Durnncll- breakfast food, 72 cans Silver Floss
from the summer months, and would The floor will be reconditioned and
With the Camden High School , Results of the races:
Men's Open Four Lap Skating won ) Wright Co
Much sentiment was abroad last
you believe It. they handled their booths removed in order to have perSauer
Kraut,
etc.
Tomorrow
night
Band, in uniform, acting as advance
F irs t Race
by George Boynton. Jr.; Roger
night in favor of having a Sports
clubs without gloves! Not in the f«ct dancing conditions
! 25 free cans of Baxter s Corn, 50
Uncle guard, the courtly procession consist- Carioca. J. H. Hobbs.
man's Show in the building next
Young, second; Ken Carroll, third;
1
Adjoining
Is
a
dainty
booth
of
butj
packa.ges
Red
Rose
Tea,
and
to
the
crude vulgar sense that they smashed
I ing of the royal coach driven by Earl
Charles Trask, fourth.
Nicdale. J. H. Hobbs.
2
their clubs and threw them .bout. | Seth and his Hill_ Billies, h as-b e en | n g ^
terflies and rainbows in charge o f , men M quart cans of Mobiloil. These January before the Winter Carnival
season starts. Canoes, outboards,
Little Guy, Carroll Huston, 3
when the balls did not go where they engaged for. the affair. It will be an
Y°^en
' Mrs Ivy chatt0 and committee hand- llsts jncillde only a small fraction of
its way from the Public Library to
won by Miss Hope Brown; Miss ling home cooked foods, pastry and
Best time. 32 seconds.
were intended to go. but that the optional masquerade affair with exhundreds of free gifts, free grabs, ramping gear, winter sports equip
ment. general hunting and fishing
Dorothy Mitchell, second; Miss candy. Next is the Huston-Tuttle Co. | registrations, etc
balmv atmosphere precluded the use I cellent prizes for the best costum es- the carnival base. There, at a huge
Second K arr
ice throne. Her Majesty received the
necessities, all seem to arouse en
Constance
Young,
third;
Miss
Mar
of any gloves whatever.
' best tramp, best hill billie best man'«
special paint demonstration booth and
Shadeland Silk. Jo h n Bradley. 1
Parker E. Worrey as general chair
crown at the hands of Miss Priscilla
jorie Taylor, fourth.
Yes. Maine attained some enviable costume, best woman s costume, etc.
adjoining comes the trappy ice cream man of the big laffalr, is a host in thusiasm.
Vi Directum. Alec Fuller,
2
99»»
Bates, queen of 1936
Junior Boys' Three Lap Skating booth in general charge of Mesdames
political notoriety last fall, and now Francis Orne will be chairman of the
Best time, 30 seconds.
| himself and has associated with him
Faith
Ulmer
Brown won the hand
Attired
in
crimson
ski
pants,
white
won by Robert Brown: Edward Stin Cummings and Beach.
I scores of anxious, willing workers. some overstuffed chair from Burpee
she Is going in for all the year dance and is making every effort to sweater and a scarlet trimmed
Third Race
son.
second;
Avard
Chater,
third;
have it a record breaking climax for
H. H. Crie & Co. occupy the double- La.sl night's program headed by the Furniture Co., last night's special
around sports.
mantle with train, the sovereign , Odessa. Perry Nelson.
2
Tom McKay. Jr., fourth.
the Fair. Special decorations are
space
on the end toward the stage Rockland City Band, included a
Keep on noticing, you travelers.
figure typified royalty in realistic IForrest Guy, Frank Goodwin, 1
Men's Special Ten Lap Skating won with a highly interesting booth ot Oypsy Dance by Betty OBrien; num- prize, and claimed the gift amid
planned.
much goodnatured joshing.
manner. Sharing a place in the sun j Best Time, 3 0'2 seconds.
I by Robert Young; Ferris, second;
dally demonstrations of paints, home be,.s by HarVey's Trumpeters; Miss
• • • •
F ourth Race
of her court were ladles in waiting. ]
Simmons, third; George Boynton. Jr., articles, utensils, etc., with changes Norma Ramsdell as petite Pavlova;
The Beano room, under general
Mary
Montgomery,
Frank
Miss McKay. Miss Jacobs and Miss
I fourth.
in demonstrations daily. A special a COmedy skit by the one and only direction of M. M. Oriffiif was filled
BE S l'R F. Y O l’ R E N T R Y IS IN T H E
Butler.
1
Special Match Race, Y Eagles representative of the Modene Com- p rancLs Havener, J r ; numbers by the
Knight; while Priscilla and Frances,
the entire evening.
2
Versus Y Redskins Won By Redskins pany will be on hand. Round Top
icurly haired daughters of Mr. and Tom Hardy, Milo Lewis,
!Mrs. Fred Eddy who were cast as ' Best time, 30 seconds.
(Brown. Stinson, Pitcher) Eagles Farms have an attraetve white booth
j pages, captured every eye with their
Dedicated to the male element, the Team composed of (Bryant. McKay. pushing their delicious products.
1childish appeal
Sunday program also had on its list. | Pierson, A. Chester) ’Four men Leon White, Jr„ i s ' in charge and
Interscholastic contests used as a trap shooting which is a keen test of against three
supplies tnilk for the Corn Products
Men's Special Ten Lap Skating won food sampling.
snappy starter to the three-day fun marksmanship as it required winging
Wednesday A fternoon at Com m unity Fair
Dynamic Clarence Saunders o f , the cost. Clerks In stockrooms will
test produced these results:
on the fly, clay pigeons released into Cup Won by George Boynton. Jr.,
A double booth in black and white Memphis. Tenn., annoBnced Saturday UH the containers as they empty.
Up To Two Years Old—Liberal Prizes
scored
two
first
and
a
fourth
for
11
Boys’ one-lap skating, won by the air by means of a mechanical
tells the world the merits of the fa
A one-tiine Clarksville. Tenn.. gro
he is ready to try for a third fortune
Make Entries At the Auditorium A n ytim e
Roger Young of Camden; McEdwards device. A silver cup award lor this points.
mous Glenwood ranges and other
cery clerk. Saunders made his first
with
an
amazing
new
Keedoozle
Girls'
Total
High
Individual
Score
Mrs. I). L. M cCarty, (h a irm a n
of Union, third; Dunbar of Belfast, contest went to Roy Hurd of Lincoln
products sold by Burpee Furniture Co.
fortune with his development of the
fourth. Boys' two-lap skating, won ville; Oscar Chapman of Caniden. cup. Won by Miss Hope Brown of Senter Crane, next space, will hold grocery store in which electricity de self-service grocery store, but lost it
by R Young of Camden; Faulking- runner-up; and OTman Goodwin, Union, scored eight points by virtue special appeal for the women folk livers the customers’ purchases and in a spectacular battle in Wall
of a first and a second.
ham of Belfast, second; Blackington third.
with its daily yarn demonstrations by adds up the cost.
Street in 1923 resisting a “bear" raid
Officials for skating events were: factory experts. Wilbur Senter and
of Camden, third; Bryant of Belfast
The hockey rink had a slightly im 
He plans to open his first Keedoozle on shares of Piggly Stores. Inc.
fourth. G irls’ one-lap skating won by proved surface over that of Satur Official Starter, Laurence M. Dailey; Kennedy Crane. Jr., in charge. Bax store about March 6. he said, add
C Young of Camden; Tillson of day. which may have inspired the u n  Official Announcer, Russell Thurs ter Bros, famous canned goods and ing others as needed. The name.
Don't forget that you must have
Thomaston, third; Dickens of Cam usually lively game between Crosby ton; Clerk of Course. Chick Maynard; the well known Monmouth baked Keedoozle, doesn't mean anything
those new auto number plates before
den, fourth. Girls' two-lap skating High School of Belfast and the Judges, F. F. Richards. W. Thomas. beans will hold the next two booths. particularly.
next Monday.
won by C Young of Camden; L. local CCC Camp. Such a nip-and- Union. Lawrence Bowers, Edward
One of the hot spots of the show
The customer enters and obtains a
Dickens of Camden, second; Tillson tuck affair was it that five minutes Dunbar. Benjamin Johnson. Thomas comes next with W alter Dodge's fa key—A fiber rod about seven inches
of Thomaston, third; Davis of Thom additional time was allowed for a tie Dickens, Ralph Belyea.
mous pop corn and hot dogs being long with a knob on the end contain YOUR FAVORITE POEM
aston, fourth.
sold by Walter (himself), Mesdames ing a red light bulb. He walks past
N O TIC E TO M A R IN E R S
p'aj-off. the final tally crediting
If I had my life to live again I would
Boys' relay, one lap apiece won. by Crosby High with 2 and CCC boys 1
Narraguagus Bay—Pond Island Cummings and Beach in general glass-incased shelves. If he sees an ! have made a rule to read some poetry
Union; Camden second; Belfast,
item he wants, he Inserts the key in |j a week. The a,°”'
e I”us'c at ,east once
Gallant to the last, skaters defied lighted Bell Buoy 1 reported extin- charge.
loss of these tastes Is a
third: Thomaston, fourth. Winning a bleak east wind and drizzle Monday 1guished on Peb. 17, was found to be
W. H. Glover Co. have the next a corresponding hole at the side. This j loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin,
school team. Camden High point on the final day of the Snow Bowl operating properly on Feb. 19
booth, featuring a daily demonstra sets up an electrical contact. The J
tion by Sherwin-Williams, and next bulb flashes red. If thd customer
girl scorer, Miss Constance Young of fete and carried out morning events
M' B<)OKS
my books as drinkers love their
Camden, total points, 10; high point as scheduled.
is the handsome double-display booth wants two of the items he waits for I lovewine:
The more I drink the more they seem
of Stonington Furniture Co. demon a second flash.
boy scorer, Roger Young of Camden.
All other attractions, including
divine;
Concluding Event of Community Fair
strating
R.C.A.
Victor
radios.
Atlantic
,otal points, 10?
In
this
way
he
selects
his
meats,
his
With joy elate mv soul in love runs o'er,
horse racing and formal dedication'
eggs,
milk
or
canned
goods.
And
draught 18 swwter than
ranges
in
all
styles
and
finishes.
Fac
The meet was won by Camden with of the area by Gov. Lewis O. Bar- '
tory representatives are present for
29 points; Union, second. 10; Thom rows, were cancelled owing to the
Concluding, he returns to the
Books bring mo friends where'er on
. .
.
earth I be —
both RCA and Atlantic. Under en- cashier—the
aston. third, 9; Belfast, fourth, 7.
Inclemency of th e weather.
only employee he ever Solace of solitude,—bonds of society!
8.30 to 12.00
trance
stairs
are
two
very
important
I
sees—and
hands
in
his
keys.
The
.
. . ,
A nd H is Radio Hill B illies
Handicapped by a watery surface,
Results of the blade contests:
,
x.
V
J .
I
. ,
,
1 love my books! they are companions
booths,
the
grabs,
presided
over
by
cashier
inserts
the
key
in
another
dear.
hockey players who were presented as
Junior Boys' One Lap Skating
Old and New Dances
An exceedingly popular 8-man radio orchestra
Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. Fred hole, and —presto! it releases all the Sterlls?ncere WOrth' *” fr,end8hlp most
the last attraction Saturday, worked (Sixth Grade) won by David Bryant;
Jordan, and the grand prize booth contacts he has made. His packages | Here
1 with ihe »; <e in ages gone,
rather than played, though the spec Tom McKay, Jr., second; Donald i
“Every C ent For The New Building”
Good Snappy Music
showing the splendid prizes to be ' —
*nd , ?f Tov7. Jo;the laughter
nobly gifted
own.
come. tumbling ..............................I
out on a conveyor belt
™ of our
pfe.se
my
tators had nary a complaint to offer. Spalding, third; Arthur Pierson,
Auspices Wcssawcskeag Grange
Admission: Men 50c, W omen 25c
given away nightly.
even as an electrically-operated I .
tnind.
The home team, brilliant In indivi fourth.
23-24
Three huge special booths Uomi-1adding machine automatically totals
flad,
............ books
23-24
Junior Boys' One Lap Skating

Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers Consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Republican leaders In Maine's Leg
islature last night anticipated definite
action within the coming week In

FOUGHT THE ELEMENTS

Camden s W in te r C a rn iv a l W as O verh eated and
W ashed O ut, But C row d s W ent Ju st the Same

B aby Show

W H A T’S A KEEDOOZLE STORE?

Greatest
BARN DANCE
COM M UNITY AUDITORIUM
M O N D A Y , MARCH 1

DANCING

“U N C L E S E T H ”

Thursday N ight

dual skating

as evidenced by the

Page Two
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IT’S INCOME TAX TIME

IN DR. LOW E’S SERIES

WARREN

Callers Sunday afternoon on Miss
Georgia Mathews were Mr. and Mrs ,
Fred Gould, Mrs. Frances Stahl. Mrs
Heaven On Earth Will Be
Lucy Weaver, Mr. and Mrs. Willis j
Revolutionary, But Harm
Stahl, Mrs. Mildred Gould, and Mr j
less on Human Society
Calderwood all of Camden.
93 Exchange Street
Supper guests Friday of Miss Cora
In summing up the Fruits of ReRobinson were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
i ered was held. In the latter the ligion. in connection with the new,
M ains
Portland,
INCOME TAX IN A NUTSHELL
Upham and son Raymond, and Mr.
gains or losses shall be considered as protestantism. Sunday morning Dr
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I t or exchanges.
Rumble Scat
earth. They don't want Christ's
s o u n d s w e l l in th e p e ro ra tio n o f th e
Section 117 (e) provides that gains
Others to Choose From
DOZ.
kingdom on earth; they want the]
c a m p a ig n o r a t o r , b u t t h a t ’ s a ll it or losses from “short sales" of prop
Kingdom
of
Heaven
exclusively
in
the
I
Sweet,
Juicy—
Tree
Ripened
Fruit
erty,
and
gains
or
losses
attributable
does a m o u n t to .
Special Today
BUDGET PLAN
hereafter and they are perfectly will
to the failure to exercise privileges or
O NE 1934 FORD PANEL
ing to take a chance on a deathbed
A r a d io message th is fo re n o o n options to buy or sell property, shall
FOR
repentance, at the last minute, as a
$198.00
s ta te d t h a t I t a l y w i l l b o y c o tt th e be considered as gains or losses from
Fancy
Indian
River
Fruit
means of getting into it when they
c o r o n a t io n o f K i n g ( ie o rg e \ 1 i f sales or exchanges of capital assets.
Day and Night Serviee
a n v r e p re s e n ta tiv e o f E t h io p ia is in  In the former the percentage of the
W IN T E R ST.,
P H O N E 889 die.
In the Kingdom of Heaven on
v it e d .
F r o m w h ic h w e g a th e r th a t gain or loss to be taken into account
PARK ST.,
R O C K LA N D . M E.
fi'sfen to the Koice ol Firestone, M onday earth, as if comes progressively, ihe
I t a l y is s t i l l ill-d is p o s e d t o w a r d th ? shall be computed according to the
e ven in g s, o v e r N .B.C. — R e d N e tw o rk
23-25
fact
of
entrance
into
it
and
of
experiod for which the property delivn a tio n i t so ru th le s s ly sm ashed,
As for me I will behold thy face in
righteousness; I shall be satisfied
when I awake, with thy likeness. —
Ps. 17: 15

...............................

| Coming of the Kingdom of

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

R ead C arefully the Inform ation W hich W ill

Investm ent B ankers

H ere Be Furnished

Editorial

EARLY WEEK SUGGESTIONS

-TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Freshly Cut

FIS H S TIC K S

2

S

o

19/

POTATOES

37/

MERICANCHEESE 2

33 /

Special!

A nyth ing H ere 5c

29/

5

35/

SOAPINE

2

33/

M in u te G elatine

11/

K ETC H U P

25/

Corned B eef

2

17/

IELLY ROLLS -

WELCH’S JELLIES

POTATO SALAD

w hen you switch to richer

RICHFIELD

M ince M e a t

21/

Peaches

29/

SPAGHETTI DINNERS

31/

INSTANT COCOA

19/

Oranges

2

Lemons

Fireproof G arage Co.

D y er’s G arage, Inc,

007..

49/
37/

Apples

7 FOR 2 5 /

Tangerines

2

33/

G rap efruit

4

23/

Tel.

1 2 3 4 FOR COMPLETE MARKET SERVICE

Every-Other-Day
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WITH THE BOWLERS

ANNUAL SALE OF WALL PAPER

Rocs and Rackliffe

Washington's Birthday a t thc Star
Alleys
found no cherry trees being ‘
ALL OF O U R 1936 STOCK
chopped
down, but Frank Gardner
i w FEBRUARY iw
-----Beginning
Feb.
19
and
continuing
until
sold
F
’
t
7
was
chopping
the maples and teamed .
s 1
s M T w
with
John
Thomas
was defeated by
to
make
room
for
new
stock
1 1 2 3 4 5 16
15 pins in a friendly five-string match
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Prices formerly 12*/2C to 75c per roll
Rackliffe and Roes were the winners,
14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0
when Gardner slipped badly for a 468
total. As usual John and Rackliffe
21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7
Is "
had thc high totals, both going 498
28
Borders and Bands To Match
Camden at Camden Saturday night
again. Chick Maynard was seen run
ning through the town, with last
week's score in his teeth, growling for
662 Main Street, Northend, Rockland, Me. Tel. 1061
revenge he's going to get this week
23tf end. at the Y.M.C.A.
Yesterday's score:
Roes .......
88 96 83 101 115 483
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Chief Engineer Van Russell Is back
Milton S. Dick is to undergo a sec
Feb. 23—Warren — Republican caucus at his dally occupation, after a severe ond operation at the Togus Hospital Rackliffe . .. 81 110 101 103 103 498
a t Town House.
this week. He is expected home in
Feb 28—Camden—Annual Firemen's sick spell.
169 206 184 204 218 981
Ball at Opera House.
------I
about
a month.
Feb 28—Waldoboro — Annual concert
Gardner .. 87 103 83 97 98 463
by High Scnool chorus.
The father and son banquet which J
-------Thomas
.. 92 103 94 121 85 493
Feb. 27-28—Union — W inter Carnival
was to have been held at Odd Pel-1 Mrs Eugene O'Neill is the proud
sponsored by Air Line 4-H Club
lows hall has been postponed.
I Possessor of the amaryllis plant now
March 1—Warren—Town meeting.
March 1—Isle au Haut—Town meeting.
179 209 177 218 183 96G
_____
1in full bloom at The Thorndike Hotel. '
March 1—Vlnalhavcn Town Meeting
Star Alleys Reporter.
In Memorial hall.
The sea gulls have begun their pre- Everybody s admirin'
March 3 — Waldoboro —! Meeting of
Parent-Teacher Association.
liminary spring vocal training.
W HAT'S TO H IN D E R ?
All Past Matrons and Past Patrons
March 4—Annual "guest day" of
Sounds mighty good—as a sign of
Methebesec Club.
of
Golden
Rod
Chapter
O
E
S
.
are
March 10 — Waldoboro — Meeting of spring.
JuM or Garden Club.
requested to meet at Masonic Temple I w,,,,d<‘rful View From Gleason’s llill,
March 17—Birthday banquet at Me
Thursday night at 6.45 for rehearsal.
Union—Why Not Use It?
thodist vestry.
John F. Miller of Camden has been
March 13—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets at St. George Grange.
elected president of Sigma Alpha
Union, Feb. 20
A good sized crowd watched Charlie
March 10—State Federation of Garden
Epsilon fraternity at University ol
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Clubs meets a t Com munity Building.
McIntosh
harvest
ice
at
Chickawaukie
March 28—Easter.
Maine.
Tourists want to know why one
j Lake Sunday Or maybe it was the
April 13—State Fire Chiefs’ Convention
a t Community Building
of the most beautiful views in thc
good
looking
iceman
they
were
Mav 20. 21 and 22-M aine Federation
A basketball tournament featuring i watching.
; world is not open to the public, in
of Music Clubs meets In Rockland.
the older group teams is being con’ union
TH E W E A T H E R
sidered for next week at Commun-1 All Comrades of the Way who de- 1 The Camden Mountains. Moody,
ity Building.
!sire to visit the session of Legislature Dodges. Pleasant, Waldo, Ragged and
The skies played another duet last
j at Augusta Thursday are asked to Hatchet Mountains; many hills, thc
night—snow and rain—and the result
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will address notify Barbara O'Neil, Priscilla Love- ocean; islands, five lakes; beautiful
from the standpoint of a genuine the Lions Club tomorrow. His talk joy, or Eleanor Barnard not later Georges Valley Union Village and
winter was not impressive. Mud, will deal with some achievements o l , than Wednesday noon in order to Mt. Washington, can be seen from
slush and water, but not very ex the Red Cross.
arrange for transportation.
Gleason Hill 650 feet above the sea.
pensive to the taxpayer. Nothing
The Maine Development CommisThe Portland Sunday Telegram
short of a Community Fair could
The attention of Miriam Rebekah sjOn doesn't see why Union doesn't
have brought even th a t mild storm carried a charming picture of Mrs. Lodge officers is called to the im- open this view to tourists as they do
John Haines McLoon and son Wil portant rehearsal Friday night to jn other parts of the State,
upon us.
liam Nelson McLoon.
prepare for Obligation Night at next
C. Nick
session. The usual card party Is to
American Legion will not meet this
“Skidding" the very successful be held this afternoon at Odd Fellows
week due to Community Fair
M ABEL B. JO HNSO N
Junior Class Play broke all existing hall with Mrs. Lizzie French in
Funeral services for Mrs. Mabel
Benjamin Fitzgerald has moved class play records, netting over $200 charge.
Johnson, who died after a brief illfrom Ralph H. Long's house, 56 New. for school activities.
Portland bowlers did some cackling ncss were held Feb u at the Litt;c.
County road to Bellevue street.
Two chimney fires took the atten the other day when somebody was field Memorial church. Rev. C. A.
tion of Engine 2 last night at the A. supposed to have estalished a State Marstaller officiating.
Braddock,
worlds
heavyweight
C. Jones residence. Talbot avenue record with 181 Too bad to wake i Mrs j Ohnson, who was the wife of
boxing champion, meets Joe Louis
em up, but John Thomas, proprie- I Artbur M Johnson, was born in
and at 275 Main street.
at Comiskey Park in Chicago June 22.
tor of the S tar Alleys, well along in CutIer daughter of Elizabeth and
A few million radio fans will sit up
Rockland City Band will be on his sixties, bowled 182 April 10, 1934. George Huntley. She had lived in
late that night.
deck at tonight's session of Com m un-( A Rockland two man team Roy Rockland since'childhood, and was a
ity Fair. Its program last night was Mitchell and Charles French, also i member Of Edwin Relief Corps. She
A more dismal holiday than Wash
received with marked approval
holds the two-man team record Ls a]s0 gurvived by a sister. Harriet
ington's Birthday has seldom been
bowling 146 and 181 respectively.
lCrouse; a brother, Augustus Huntley;
witnessed in Rockland. The storm
The meeting of tne women of Con
and seven children, Mrs. Ruby Hall,
came on shortly before noon, and
Violin music by Miss Ruth Harper
gregational Church, scheduled for to
Mrs. Ida Thornton of Thomaston;
within a few hours the wind had asJ
and
trombone
playing
by
Florian
,
..
morrow has been postponed to Wed Clark, featured Sunday s meeting of Mrs' Marguerite Johnson
Mrs. Hilda
sumed gale proportions.
nesday, March 3, at 3.30 due to the
the Baptist Brotherhood. That class >Anderson' Hartf°rd’ Ca? °
V,V‘an
absence of Miss McKnight.
is feeling a bit high hat because it Foster of thls
and 12
The late Charles E. Young whose
C arers were Char es
obituary appeared in Saturday’s issue,
It's an unusual winter—nice and leads the Goagos 478 to 442 in the children'
was a son of Zealor W. Young, and warm, and all that sort of thing, but attendance contest. Supt. Cumming. T1’orn,on Lester
. . arce
not Tealor W. Young, as was stated. nobody will particularly envy Roland president of the Brotherhood an- Condon' Stephen WilllS IntCrment
The funeral service was conducted by Allen who indulged in salt water nounces these committee appoint- 1was in Sea View cemctcry'
Rev J. Charles MacDonald.
swimming Sunday and Monday. Says ments: Sick, Frank H. Ingraham.
L E W IS JO HNSO N
Otto Diesler, Maurice Snow; mem
he found the water fine.
Oeorge W Buinpus who had hcld
bership, Donald Karl Brazier. Wal- I
the office of city clerk under 14 Au Alden Joyce died this morning at ter Staples; social, Edwin H. Crie. ! Funeral services for Lewis John
burn mayors, died in th a t city Friday- his Leland street home following a Bert Gregory. R. S. Sherman; music. son. husband of Mrs. Marguerite I.
Johnson, were held Feb 6. at Russell
night, after a short illness, at the age long illness. Services will be held at Raymond Pendleton.
Davis' chapel. Rev. Hubert F. Leach
of 90 years. He had been connected 10 a. m. Wednesday at the Burpee
with several leading shoe factory parlors and the remains taken to “Man is falling behind the m a officiating. Mr. Johnson was born in
Cushing, son of Inez and Oliver
firms. Among the surviving rela Swan's Island for interment.
chine." declares a sociologist. Well,
Johnson. He was a resident of
tives is Mrs. Charles Gammon, ol'
that's better than falling in front of Thomaston for m anyj'ears. For the
Donald Coughlin of Rankin street i t —Atlanta Journal.
Rockland, a sister.
past five years he had been employed
has entered the employ of the Maine
by the Lawrence Portland Cement
At the Community Food Fair Unemployment Compensation CornM A R R IE D
Co., also working several winters in
Thursday night the following pro- j mission, and is attached to the Au- LAWRENCE-MATTSON
Feb 21. by Rev c h .r i e ^
Florida. Mr. Johnson is also survived
gram will be presented by the Rock- gusta office. Mr. Coughlin is said
Edward M Lawrence and Miss Helen by father, Oliver Johnson; and three
land City Band: March. American [to have passed an especialyl fine ex‘T Mattson, both of Rockland
daughters. Barbara Janet and Irene.
WHITNEY-BROWNE At Rockport. Feb.
Victorious by E. E. Bagley; overture, amination
19. by Rev. J W Hyssong Ernest The bearers were Roy 6eekins. Wiliam
Pique Dame, by Suppe; trumpet solo,
Whitney of Rockport and Miss Edith Grafton. Walter Delano and Charles
V Browne of Camden.
WC.T.U. will meet Friday at 230
Three Kings, by W alter M. Smith;
Henderson.
Frank Young; selection, Woodland, in the Baptist vestry. The program
BORN
subject
will
be
"Frances
Willard
Me
Gustave Luders; concert waltz. Les
DAUDLIN At Stonington. Fnb 16. to
Sirenes. by E Waldteufel; Serenata, morial," Mrs. E tta Thompson leader.
Mr. and Mrs Hector Daudlln, a daugh
You drive down EASY STREET
ter. Delores Mary
Members
will
respond
to
roll
call
Amina. E. Llncke; inarch. Colussus
O'BRIEN—At Stonington. Feb. 16. to Mr.
with quotation or item on Frances and Mrs William O'Brien, a daughter.
of Columbia, by Alexander.
Iolene Iris.
Willard. I t will be annual guest day, BENNER
At Malden. Mass . Feb 15. to
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Benner, formerly
There will be a very special soldiers each member inviting one friend.
of Waldoboro, a daughter. Sandra
meeting at The Salvation Army at 8
Commander
R.
C.
Jewell
of
the
tonight. All soldiers and recruits
DIED
are requested to be present. The U. S. C G. Kickapoo has returned YOUNG—At Togus. Feb 21. Lowell
Young of Thomaston, aged 42 years.
main business of the meeting will be from Ohio where he has been helping
4 months. 21 days. Funeral Thursday
the installation of several local offi control thc Ohio River flood situa
at 2 o’clock from Cushing funeral
narlors. Thomaston.
The Quoddy Head. Burnt
cers to fill the positions of Young tion.
LUFKIN—At Thomaston. Feb 21. Eliza
People's sergeant major, young peo Island and Cranberry Island Coast beth Marie, daughter of Irving and
Evelyn Lufkin, aged 1 year. 1 month.
Guard
boats
were
brought
back
by
ples' Secretary, and Home League
25 days. Funeral today at 2 o ’clock
from the Davis Chapel. Burial in the
secretary.
With these positions rail Sunday night, and will proceed
Thomaston cemetery.
capably filled the Army looks forward to their several destinations, where AAGESON—At Boston. Feb 20. Ruth
(Huffel). wife of Wilbur C. Aageson.
to great things for the young peo the boys will dispense some highly
of Greenwood. Mass., aged 42 years
interesting yarns.
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
Committal service* Wednesday at 2
ple's work in Rockland.

r*
■
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s

'

/
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R ed uced to 5 c, 10c and 15c per roll

. J 2

, .

.

r

C. M . BLAKE W ALL P A PE R STORE

'ul-.>

TALK OF TH E TOW N

when you switch to richer

RICHFIELD

Merle F. Dobbins is in possession
Roller skating every afternoon this
of
a letter from U. S. Senator Wal
week at Spanish Villa. Children un
lace H. White, Jr. in which, Senator
der 14 years, ten cents.—adv.
White mentions, that he realizes the
tax burden being imposed upon the
RADIO SERVICE
oil industry and that he would like
G uaranty d Repair W ork on all makes to vote to do away with the Federal
of Radio Receivers
gasoline tax of 1 cent a gallon. The
Member Radio M anufacturers’ Serviee difficulty, however is that there does
not seem to be any hope of reduced
MAINE M USIC CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.
governmental expenditure and he
23-ti cannot see any possibility of tax re
auctions until costs or government
are lessened. He goes on to say that
if the Treasury Department can de
Ambulance Service
vise any other practical method of
raising the funds, he would gladly
vote to dispense with this gasoline
tax.

BURPEE’S
Morticians
TELS. 450 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

119-tf

Prof. Loeb, head of physical edu
cation at Colby College, will be the
speaker Monday night at the ParentTeacher Association meeting. The
session will be concluded in ample
season for patrons to attend the wind
dance of Community Fair. 23*25

o’clock a t the Thomaston cemetery’
CLINE—At Rockland. Feb. 23. Melvin C
Cline of Spruce Head, aged 65 years
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from
residence a t Wheeler’s Bay. Interm ent
In Spruce Head.
JOYCE—At Rockland. Feb 23. Alden P
Joyce, aged 67 years. 5 m onths. 23
days. Funeral Wednesday at 10 o’clock
from Burpee’s parlors. Interm ent at
Swans Island.
LaGRASSA — At Rockland. Feb. 21.
Carmela G.. wife of Michael LaGrassa.
aged 27 years. 10 months. 11 days
Funeral Wednesday at 9 o’clock from
St. Bernard's Church.

CAHn OF T II’ XKS
We wish to thank all those who were
so kind to us In our recent bereavement
especially our neighbors and all the
people who furnished cars and also for
the beautiful floral tributes
A rthur M. Johnson and family

YOU

M IS E R A B L E ?

R.
P ierce**
Favorite
P rescription stim ulates
the appetite a n d th r u the
greater
intake
of
food
you're
b u ilt
u p ." Read
w h at Mrs. Joseph M o lson of 288 N o rth P ea rl St.,
Albany. N . Y ., s a id : “ I
fe lt tired and w ea ry — had
no am b itio n
a t a ll.
I
w ould get headaches, was
nervous a n d irrita b le , all due to fu n c tio n a l
disturbances. I took the ‘P res cription’ as a
tonic and it gave me a better ap p etite a n d
otherwise relieved me.’’ Buy now I

D

“EVERY CENT FOR THE NEW BUILDING”

Community Fair
FE B R U A R Y 22 to FE B R U A R Y 27
— AT—

•

C O M M U N IT Y B U IL D IN G
This G reatest of All C om m unity Food F a irs Is In Full S w in g Today and w ill run a fte r
noon and even in g all w eek , topping off w ith the G reat Barn D an ce next M onday night.
And rem em ber— Every Cent From the F air, R efreshm ents, C oncessions and D ance, G oes
T ow ard Equipping Your N ew Building.
E ntertainm ent Every S in gle M inute
Food Sam ples O n U nprecedented Scale
V aluable D oor Gifts A fternoon and E vening
Splendid G rand Prizes E very N ight
M ore Than Your A dm ission F ee every sin g le session Free in standard food sam ples
F ree M ovies! Free G am es! F reo C ook in g School! F ree Sam ples de Luxe!
A fair so big and busy, so alive and zestful th at it surpasses b elief. And Food and Sam ples
Given A w a y in A bsolutely U nprecedented Q uantities!
A FEW OF T H E HIGH LITES

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
PETITE PA V L O V A , NO RM A RAMSDELL
SPOON TIME, ELISHA RICHARDS
TRUM PET SOLOS, M AR IA N H ARVEY

COMEDY SK ETCH , SHOE SH INE BOYS
BARITONE SO LO , H O W A RD CROCKETT
FREE MOVIES, FR EE GAMES, FR EE SAMPLES

TUESDAY EVENING
SPOON TIME, THE SHOE SHINE BOYS
THE ELECTRIC G UITA RS

MR. CROCKETT, TA BBUTT A N D SEVON
MISS DORIS H EA L D IN MODERN DANCES

F ree Sam ples!

F ree Gam es!
Special! Free B ig C rosley Radio

F ree M ovies!

W EDNESDAY AFTERNOON
BABY SH O W

Mrs. David L. McCarty, Chairman

Liberal Prizes! G enerous Gifts!
“STRUTTIN’ M AN,” JACKIE PASSON
‘‘G YPSY DANCE,” BETTY O ’BRIEN

BABY A C R O B A T S, JENNIE STAPLES
FREE SAMPLES,
FREE GIFTS,
FREE MOVIES

W EDNESDAY EVENING T he Great D an ce Contest
— A L SO —
JA Z Z TOE DANCE, BEVERLY BOWDEN
ACROBATIC D A NC E,

B A R B A R A NEW BERT

Special F ree Grand Prize

F ree Sam ples!

F ree M ovies!

TH URSDAY AFTERNOON
SAILOR DANCE,
ACCORDION SOLO,

G R O U P OF GIRLS
A R T H U R CROCKETT

F ree Gifts!

MILITARY T A P DANCE, SH ERW IN FORBES
THE F A M O U S RHYTHM ETTES

F ree Sam ples!

F ree M ovies!

TH UR SD AY EVENING BAND NIGHT
ROCKLAND CITY BAND
BARITONE SOLO, LEON WHITE, JR.
M AJOR PRIZE

F ree Gifts!

LEGION GERMAN B A N D
JAZZ TO E DANCE, M A R Y EGAN
FREE

F ree M ovies!

F ree Sam ples!

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

PLEASE SEE PAGES 2 AND 7

M o th e r s !

-r*l*‘. -r

SCHOOL MUSIC FEATU RE
HIGH SCHOOL O RCH ESTRA AND B A N D

JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH GLEE CLUBS
SPECIAL FREE GIFTS

In treating children’s colds,

FRIDAY EVENING
AUGM ENTED SCHOOL MUSIC FEATURES
HIGH SCHOOL O RCH ESTRA AND B A N D

,

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

JUNIOR A N D SENIOR HIGH GLEE CLUBS
SPECIAL G RAN D PRIZE FREE

A R ousing Last D ay F eature

W ALTZ CLOG, RUTH ROBINSON AN DTHOM PSON SISTERS
SO FT TOE TA P, MARY A N D RUTH W O TTO N
THE JOLLY BACHELOR, R A L PH STONE, JR.
TH E ELWELL TR O U PE
SUPER SOFT T O E DANCE, G R O U P OF GIRLS

SA TU R D A Y EVENING

The Great A m ateu r Show

A W A R D IN G OF SUPER G R A N D PRIZE
FREE GIFTS BY THE H U N D R E D S
FREE SAM PLES GALORE

D O O RS OPEN 2 .0 0 AND 7 .0 0 O’CLOCK.

SEASON TICKETS $ 1 .0 0

A fternoon Admission: Students 10c, Adults 15c.

Evening Adm ission: Students 15c, Adults 25c.

2jzrajarararzreraJZJH. .rerzjara£HfajarajargjgrgjararargJHJHJi

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE
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Points of Personal Interest T o Every Motorist
Bv a National Motoring Authority

11

W
n

17

18

, 13

14

15

11

The only trouble with driving cars' coast easily, and the uphill start is
by ear is the possibility of landing the handy cue as to this condition
Jt
Incidentally, the trick in avoiding'
: the annoyance of the roll-back is to
Aim For Balance
use tne hand brake to hold the car
One of the problems for the motor- until you have given the engine sufist's careful consideration in winter ficient gas with the right foot on the
weather is keeping the water level o f , accelerator pedal. And just in case
the radiator high enough to aid the you may have forgotten it. remember
car's heater in giving sufficient that you can get a better start up a
warmth while avoiding the risk of slippery' hill by allowing the car to
having the level so high that cooling roll back a little when engaging the
fluid is lost out the overflow pipe, clutch and feeding gas. This has the
Realizing that a high level is likely effect of curbing power to the rear
to cause loss of anti-freeze the thrifty wheels, thus helping to keep them
motorist tends to let the level drop from spinning
too low This is no detriment to the
stop
You Turn
engine in cold weather, but it does
hamper the car heater.
1 A dangerous place to make a left
Many hot water heaters are moun- turn without special consideration for
ted too high anyway, with the result a" the conditions involved is at the
that even if the water level is normal- top of a hill. At this point another
ly high there still is plenty of op- car niay be approaching and will
portunity for air to get into the sys- not be seen because the brow of the
tern A reasonable balance is neces- bill obscures it I have seen many
sary to keep everything operating close shaves at this particular danger
normally.
j point.
Heating Car When Parked
Doing Just The Reverse
For increased warmth from a hot
Drivers who swing over to the
water heater when the car is parked center of the slreet exceDt at inter.
with the engine switched off simply sections, are likelv to be preparing to
run the engine a moment until some make a wide right hand swing into
of tire hot water around the engine a prlvate drjvewav It is just one
circulates to the core of the heater. o{ those cvcasions when you
The small amount of water in the shouldnt believe your eyes
core is quickly chilled as its heat is
fanrred into the car To replace this
Readers Air Their Problems
cooled water the driver, or one of his
Q I have been told that if I add a
passengers, has merely to run the special substance to the water in the
engine a moment or two. Usually the cooling system there will be less rustwater around an engine will remain ing of the radiator Do you recomwarm enough to heat the car for mend this? F B N.
twenty or thirty minutes after the
A. By all means, yes. But becar parks, if this suggestion is fol- fore you add anything it is imporlowed.
' tant to know what kind of anti-freeze
Won’t Leak on Level
you are using this winter. Some
A leak in the flexible tubing be- brands already have anti-rust added,
tween the fuel line and fuel pump You d° not want t0° much of “ in
isn't by any manner of means so seri- the cool*ng system as a little goes a
ous. if the driver will remember to long wa-v toward inhibiting rust
park the car either on level ground or Such anti-rust is merely emulsifying
with the front of the car headed up- oil
hill. In either of these positions gasoQ l a m annoyed by an occasional
line will not usually run forward from squealing noise which seems to origithe rear tank.
i nate a t the front end of the engine
- I noted this the other day when It does not come from the fan and
discovering gasoline flowing fteely generator belt, because I have disfrom this tubing on my car. Moving connected this and still hear the noise
the car to a level place the leakage whenever the engine is cold. Does
immediately stopped. And while the this indicate any serious trouble? D
engine ran I could see that fuel did V.
not leak out because of the suction
a
Suspicion points to the diswithin the tubing.
tributor shaft. The noise can develop along the shaft itself or at the
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
“If the original spark plugs in your point where the fibre block of the
new car fail to give normal service. breaker arm tides the cams of the
don't blame the manufacturers and shaft.
make the mistake of switching to
Q For the past few weeks my car
some other brand when you replace seems to dart from one side of the
them. The chances are that the plug road to the other. I ’ve had the front
selected at the factory assumed a end carefully checked over and everymore normal type of driving than is thing seems to be in good order.
your habit of following. Factory equip- W. H.. Jr.
ment usually provides plugs which
a . It would be well to consider
lean toward the warm side, so that the possibility of a broken rear spring,
carbon will not form on the points Any sag at one end of the rear will
and slow down starting. But if the upset steering.
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Roll-Back

It isn't especially pleasant to have
the car roll back a little when you
are preparing to start forward on an
upgrade, but at least it tells you that
the brakes are not dragging. There
is always good reason to suspect brake
pr wheel drag where the car does not
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H O R IZO N TA L
1-A planet

H O R IZ O N T A L (C o n t.) |

141-And (Lat.)

V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)

11-One who gives

5 - A s u d d e n m is fo r tu n e :4 2 -T e r m

12-R ecord

9- A language
45- Six
14-Departed
10- Having ears
46- Ocean
1 6 -W e ig h t m e a s u r e ( p k )
12- Guided
48—Ag i le
18- M eala
13- Cures. as meat
49- Edge
19- Native of Sparta
15-Speck
[50-Save
22-Venomous snake
17- Four
52-Fur-bearing animal 24-A loophole (Arch.)
18- Reiterates
54-Feminine suffix (F r.) 2 6 lapanese coin
20- Negative
55-M idd ay
<’ 7-Besides
21- Cut
[31-High card (pi.)
23-Ladle-like implement
32-Grades
V
E
R
T
IC
A
L
25- A journey
34-Comfort
26- Pig-pen
36- Not at any tim e
28- Ventilates
1- lnsane
37- Decorate
!39-Withers
29- Dim
2 - Near by
30- English title
3- Part of a stairway 40-A game
31- Greek god of war
4 - Break suddenly
43- Sly (Scot.)
33-Snare
5 - Greek letter
44- A m e tal
35-Canvas shelter
6 - E n d u re s
47-lm itate
7- Conjunction
38-Two-wheeled
49-A fowl
8 - M arry
vehicles
51-Because
l'3 - T o w a r d
4 0 -T a rd ier
9- Oevice for lifting
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Jack O akie’s C ollege
G ets “N o S tu d y” Plan

M A K IN G IT T O l'G H

Senator Wiley's Bill Would Take
Fun and Profits Out of Slot
Machines

*n a biI1 bled with the Maine
Legislatures by Senator Wiley of
Falmouth
The measures also would increase
^ e license fee for those maintaining
the machines from |10 to $150.
-pile machines were legalised by the,
]ast legislature.
| Wiley s bill, proposing amendments
to the existing law. also would bear
from the legalized classification "any
contrivance which in any manner
releases, ejects or discharges coins or
j disks or merchandise.”

Tivice A Day Boston. Talks
By Wireless to Fishing Fleet

AGED BIRD FOSSIL
SHOW S N EW SPECIES

rOU can tell from the picture

Y. that Jack Oakle, radio and
screen comedian, has just thought

of a new way to increase enroll
ment at his mythical Oakie Doakie
College.
“What we need is a new ‘no
study’ plan.” he says. And Miss
Penny, his secretary, thinks that’s
just too, too wonderful.
Oakie and his college are fea
tured on Tuesday evening broad
casts over Columbia's coast-to-coast
network. Benny Goodman's swing
band, guest stars and best of real
undergraduate musical talent se
lected from colleges and universi
ties throughout the country are also
contributing to the success of this
sensational air show.

K IT C H E N

A ID S

By lanel Houston---------

WORLD DURING 1936

Bone of Pigm y Falcon Is
Found in Nebraska.

Floods, Earthquakes, Fires
Take Heavy Toll.

Washington. D. C. — Nature was
kind to birds 40,000.000 years ago.
In the relatively equable climate of
the middle and upper miocene geo
logical periods, it is indicated by
their scanty fossil remains, various
avian families developed a wide di
versity of form and size, the less
fit of which were exterminated in
the bitter cold of the long ice ages
which followed.
New evidence of this comes in the
form of a pigmy falcon just de
scribed as a new species by Dr.
Alexander Wetmore, assistant sec
retary of the Smithsonian institu
tion. A 'single bone was collected
in a quarry in Dawes county, Ne
braska. where also were found fossil
bones of ancient horses and other
animals of the American midwest
in the miocene period. It was re
ferred to the Smithsonian for idem
tification.
Size of Sparrow Hawk.
Virginia Bruce and Milvyn Douglas makes a delightful pi.ti.re above . . •
Most of the falcons of the present and atso make a di lightiul piiturr of Columbia's "Wo.nc.i cl Glamour,” in
are relatively large and powerful which they play the featured role:.—adv.
birds of prey. This species, Dr.
Wetmore deduces from the fossil
bone, was about the size of the male
of the small race of the sparrow
hawk now found in Florida.
Other pigmy forms related t o
—
birds still extant. Dr. Wetmore
says, have been found in the same
general period of geological time.
One was a chachalaca, a distant
relative of the turkeys, one species
of which now lives in Texas. The
fossil form is less than half the size
of the modern species of this group.
Another is a fossil oyster-catcher,
4of about the stature of a small sand
piper. Still another is a form which
closely resembles the present Caro
lina paroquet, but is only about
three-fourths as large.
Another fossil bird collected i n
the same general locality and de
scribed by Dr. Wetmore as a new
species appears to have been an
exceptionally strong, predatory type
of hawk of a group now repre
sented only in the old world. It
also dates from the middle, or lower
part of the upper miocene period.
Few Fossils of Birds.
The story of bird life in the past,
it is explained by Smithsonian or
nithologists, must be reconstructed
on very slender evidence. There is
none of the abundance of fossil m a
terial with which the story of mam
mal life can be reconstructed. The
The New Orleans of the Seventies and Bobby Brirn a waif given a home
bones of birds were lighter and
more likely to decompose before by a rolorrd mammy telling flower., to k trp their little cabin aglow—that is 1
the fossilization process set in. the theme if Bobby's second starring picture, "Rainbow on the River." Above
Moreover, birds were not so likely we see Bchby making a sale to Betty Blythe, the screen star of silent days.
to perish under conditions conducive Bobby's support include May RGbson, Charles Buttes worth, Louise Beavers,
to their preservation as fossils.
as the colored mammy. Benita Hume, Alan Mowbray, Henry O'Neill, Marilyn
Knowlden and the Ball Johnson Choir.—adv.

Washington. D. C. — "One of the
most spectacular of the world's na
tural disasters of 1936 was a fall
of rock into cliff-rimmed Leon lake,
Norway, which threw up a 300foot flood wave that wiped out two
villages,” says the National Geo
graphic society.
"Most devastating disaster of the
year was the spring famine in the
Szechwan and Honan provinces of
China, in which thirty million people
faced Starvation. This was an added
blow lo a country which, since 1920,
has been prostrated by sixty-eight
floods and famines.
"The United States had its share
of misfortunes with drouth, fires,
floods, and tornadoes. In summer
the most serious drouth in the coun
try's history for scores of years
parched the northwest and central
states, burning up wheat and corn
crops and killing cattle. The ac
companying prolonged heat waves
of approximately 100 degrees, which
also assailed the eastern states, took
the lives of more than 4,000 people.
"In August and September forest
fires devoured thousands of dry
acres in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Cal
ifornia, and southwest Oregon.

T H U R SD A Y

I

Washington. — Booming business
has the presses in the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing rolling day
and night to meet demand for
stamps and new currency.
Demand for two and three cent
stamps, according to postal officials,
is the highest since 1929. So far de
mand for these stamps is 20 per cent
over that of the previous fiscal year.
Post office revenues, an official
said, may break the all-time record
of $750,400,000 set in 1930.
At the Bureau of Engraving, it
was revealed that from July 1 to
November 30 a daily average of 59,000,000 postage stamps had been
printed, compared with 45,000,000
in 1933. The daily average of cig
arette stamps was 32,000,000; for
tobacco stamps. 9,800,000, and for
liquor stamps, 4,800,000.
The daily average of new cur
rency printing was 3,600,000, com
pared to 2,100,000 in 1933. A Treas
ury official attributed the increase
to more rapid circulation of money.
Two shifts are at work to keep up
the stamp supply. Three shifts have
been employed in producing new
seamen certificates required under
the Copeland safety-at-sea act.

Four Black Cats Worth
$25,000 to Some Fam ily
San Francisco. — Four black cats
will mean a modest fortune to some
San Francisco family if the terms of
the will of Shirley Moore, fifty-seven
years old, retired postal clerk who
died recently, are carried out.
“I bequeath my life savings of
$25,000 to anyone who will care for
and feed my four black cats, provid
ing the guardian has no children in
his household,” Moore wrote.

H ere 1$ the Real Utopia;
No Laws and No Taxes

PECIAL "fishermen’s broadcasts”

from a Boston radio station now
S
keep tbe men of the North Atlantic

fishing fleets, many of whom are at
moS( popular on the air. Besea for months at a time, informed Sjdes business and personal news,
of market conditions ashore and In ; the radio also brings entertainment
touch with their families an d ' to the fishermen when their day's
friends.
j work is done, effecting a change in
These broadcasts, given twice the lives of the men as remarkable
daily, report the amount of fish' as any since the day of the heroic
brought in by every vessel and the [ Gloucesterman of legendary fame,
day's prices at the market. Inter-1 The use of radio sets on fishing
spersed between items of trade and | craft has developed almost entirely
w eather news are such personal since the perfection of the air cell
battery. Storage batteries proved
messages as this:
“To George L. Swayne, mate on unsatisfactory for radio purposes
the schooner Gertrude C. Mullins: because they require recharging
Your six-year old daughter was j and. as they gradually wear down,
taken to Malden Hospital with , provide fainter and fainter recep
pneumonia on Friday night. She tion. The air cell battery furnishes
has passed the crisis and is im uniform power for more than 1.000
hours of actual service. In addition,
proving.”
Another recent message, address air cell radio sets pick up none of
ed to the engineer of the Glouces the rumblings and other interfer
term an Thomas B. Robbins, fishing ence caused by the proximity of
for halibut out on Middle Ground, machinery.
A few skippers have also install
said: “Wife seriously ill. Will keep
you advised of her condition.—Jim.” ed radio telephones on their boats
Fishermen on schooners and dory and call their families every night,
boats from the coast to Sable but this is a luxury that can be en
Island Tune in these broadcasts joyed by only the most prosperous.
regularly—within their limit, the Air cell radio sets, however, Jave
fishermen's programs are probably | been brought within the reach of all,

DISASTERS H AR R IED

A T PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

U . S. Output Is Booming
in Stamps and Currency

An increase from $25 to $1,000 for
licensing of distributors of slot ma
chines. defined as "games of skill." is

p lu g s b u rn o u t to o soo n th o se selected I ______________________________________________________________________________

for replacement should be of the n ex t,
colder number in the heat range. '
Second Pause Unexpected
Stopping behind another driver
who has paused to obey the sign at I
a boulevard or through-traffic inter- ]
section always presents the problem
as to whether you must drive up to
the line, after he moves on. and
stop again. Such double stopping is [
correct in accordance with the letter j
of the law. but watch your step. The
driver behind you probably thinks
you are going to go right on. So
signal him to pause. I t will save a
dented rear end.
Pair May Be Enough
While it is usually preferable to
have all four brakes relined at the
same time there are situations where
relining a pair of brakes is entirely
satisfactory This m atter should be
left to the discretion of the service
man. Often the linings of the rear
brakes will wear prematurely because
they have been adjusted to carry too
much of the stopping load. It is also
satisfactory in some instances to re
place only certain shoes of the four
brakes. In some layouts, particularly
in the older three-shoe arrangement,
wear on the shoes is not even.
Croke May Fail You
The automatic choke is a great
convenience, but like some of the
modern devices of our times, it is
not to be trusted too freely. It is bad
business, for instance, to feel that you
can start right out into heavy traf
fic with a cold engine and depend on
the choke to provide an accurate,
powerful mixture for peak perfor
a t e . Take a back seat until the
engine is running efficiently.
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N the save-yourself campaign per

haps you started with the New
IYear,
here’s a trick to have up your
sleeve! One-dish meals in the fry
ing pan; if you have a modern con
trollable gas range. Such meals
mean only one skillet and a fork to
wash with the dinner dishes. Dust
pork or veal chops with flour, sea
son, sear in hot fat, surround with
medium size potatoes, onions, car
rots, if yon like. Add one cup of
water if the skillet is large, cover
and bring to a boil over full flame.
Then reduce the flame and leg the
food .immer until the chops are
done and the vegetables tender. The
simmer flame eliminates watching
the pot to prevent scorching food,
you see.

Sydney. — The town of Collarenebri, 455 miles from here, claims
more of the comforts of home and
fewer of the municipal discomforts
than any other town in the world.
As for the lack of municipal dis
comforts, it has no mayors, no
aldermen, no property rates, no fire
department, no brick building, no
unemployment, no crime and no
laws.
Find Old Trees

Olivet, Mich. — Tree surgeons
working on the Olivet College camp
us have found specimens which they
say are more than 400 years old.
The college, the campus of which
is famous for its ancient oaks, has
inaugurated a tree planting program
to replace older trees.

FRIENDSHIP
and Mrs. Sheiman Jamcuon,
Miss Katherine Jameson and Crosby
Prior called Wednesday on Mr. and
Mrs. Foster Jameson of Waldoboro.
M r.

Mrs. Leola Rodamer is ill.

Right Out O f The A ir
By R F SERVICE

The young as well as- the more | studio in Cincinnati, he used a raft,
experienced artists get a big kick j a rowboat and finally, an outboard
out of those informal appearances motor—but he broadcast on time.
w ith B in g
•••Ernie Watson has one of the
C r o s b y ln his hardest conducting jobs in radio. As
| Thursday night musical director of Joe Cook's Satur: Music Hall pro- | day night shows,
i g ra m . Witness i Ernie has to ar| | B e t t y Jaynes, | range and conthe 15-year-old d u c t m a n y
soprano sensa- ; widely different
" | tion of the Chi- 1types of num- Is
| cago Opera. Said bers. He supplies
she when offered the accompani
| the engagement: ment for Cook's I '
"That interview guest artists, who is
! with Bing will r a n g e all the |
[ b e more f u n way from "scat"
$ than singing!" | singers to opera

1

Betty Jaynes

*** C h a r l i e
McCarthy is the
first dummy to get fan mail. Charlie
is the inanimate stooge of Edgar
Bergen, comic ventriloquist of Rudy
Vallee's Variety Hour.

sta rs.

Floods in East.

"Although the West suffered for
lack of water in summer, the East
was deluged with it in spring. March
floods ravaged thirteen eastern
states, destroying millions of dol
lars worth of property, and 169
lives. Johnstown, Pennsylvania, par
alyzed by an eight-foot flood, re
called its famous disaster of 1889.
In western Pennsylvania and north
ern West Virginia, a blizzard in
creased suffering of the homeless.
"Floods inundated southern Eng
land and France in January, and
Luzon island in the Philippines in
December.
“On November 20, the dam of a
copper mine reservoir in Japan col
lapsed and at least 300 people were
killed by the released poisonous
flood containing copper sulphide
solution.
"Wind and weather reached their
climax in February. Gales, snow
storms, and extreme cold swept ac
ross twelve countries of Europe and
the Near East, killing hundreds,
wrecking shipping, and causing tre
mendous property damage. A ter
rific blizzard, the worst there in
decades, swept through central
Japan.
"The United States was struck by
a severe cold wave, and on its heels
dust storms harassed Texas, Okla
homa, Kansas. Nebraska, and Col
orado, and caused ’brown snow’ to
fall in New England.
"During the same month, in north
ern Transvaal. South Africa, hail
fell three feet deep, killing crops,
cattle and nineteen natives, some
of whom had to be dug from their
blanket of ice.
"Tornadoes harried F l o r i d a ,
Georgia, and Alabama in January,
southern California in February,
and, in April, lashed through six
Southern states, killing 421 persons,
and causing damage amounting to
millions of dollars. In September a
hurricane raged up the Atlantic sea
board.
Villages Swallowed Up.

“Typhoons did their share of dam
age in the Pacific. In August they
destroyed crops in the Philippines
and in October took 310 lives there.
In August, 1,516 persons perished
in Chosen (Korea) in its worst ty
phoon of recent years.
"Landslides following a violent
earthquake killed approximately 300
300 people in January in Colombia.
Two hundred perished when the vil
lage of La Chorrera was swallowed
up by the earth and its place taken
by a roaring volcano. Earthquakes
killed several hundred in China in
May, destroyed Tuquerres, Colom
bia in July, and leveled the city of
San Vicente, El Salvador in Decem
ber.
"Mounts Vesuvius and Stromboli,
Italy, and Mount Asama, Japan,
erupted during the year.”

•••Ever since
J Phillips L o r d
presented, on his
Ernie Watson
"We, the Peo
ple" program, a young man who de
fended the Missouri mule, Lord's
•••The Voice of Experience has lor Listeners' Committee has been flood
years been issuing pleas for toler- ed with letters from applicants want
a n c e . W l t h ing to defend other laughing-stocks.
Frances Lang
ford, he is now
•••Fred Astaire
appearing in his g e t s numerous
first full length letters from fans
Milk W ith Acid Fruits
motion picture, who wonder how
in which he does he can ad-lib a
H eld Aid to D igestion
the same thing. whole program.
The Voice has Fred gets that
Amherst, Mass.—Acid fruits when
made a number impromptu ef
used with milk are an aid to diges
of movie shorts fect by long,
tion, Professor Julius H. Frandsen,
but has never hard rehearsal.
of Massachusetts State college,
been shown on He becomes so
says.
_ the screen be- familiar w ith
Persons believe that cherries, or
I lore.
every word of his
anges and other acid fruits, when
script througli
used with milk are harmful and
• • • S e d l e y tw o dress re
cause digestive disturbances, Frand
Voice of Experience Brown is paint hearsals that he
ing a portrait of can reel off the
sen said. The idea is apparently
Fred Astaire
of Allie Lowe Miles, who helps him speeches as if he
based upon the fact that milk is
conduct the "Husbands and Wives" were spinning them out as he went
curdled by the acid in these fruits.
Tuesday NBC broadcasts. Sedley a lo n g .
These superstitions are baseless,
used to paint a lot. Mrs. Miles isn’t
because the acid fruits, by their cur
posing. He's painting it from
•••Helen Hayes is one of the least
dling action on milk, are aids to di
memory
known but one of the most active
gestion and should be welcomed
collectors of mid-Victorian curios in
rather than spurned. He said acid
•*• Chosen as this country.
milk often is recommended for in
the outstanding
vocal group in
fants.
• • • Jeanette
radio in the re MacDonald re
cent editors' poll ceived one of the
Tung Oil W ins R anking
were the Revel heaviest f lo r a 1
ers, noted male I offerings in the
as Important U. S. Crop
quartette heard history of th e
Dallas. — Tung oil, which con
Fridays o v e r R a d i o Theatre
stitutes at least 50 per cent of the
N B C on the after she finish
composition of all modern quick
program which ed p l a y i n g in
stars L u c i l l e " T o n i g h t or
drying paints and lacquers, is re
Manners, young Never.” F ro m
garded by the All-South Develop
soprano. Mem the wings, over
ment council as an important new
bers of the Rev t h e footlights,
southern crop.
elers i n c l u d e from every di
Until the last few years all the
Lewis James
Robert Simmons. rection c a m e
United
States' annual consumption
L e w is James. baskets topped
—125,000,000 pounds—has been im
Elliot Shaw and Wilfred Glenn.
by a huge bou
Jeanette
ported from China.
quet of yellow
MacDonald
•••Singin’ Sam was not one to let roses. She had
a mere flood keep him from the quite a hard time getting them all b imicrophone. In order to reach the in her car.
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Wills Allowed: Sarah P. Prescott, i Camden, deceased, Lucy J. Weave:
late of Rockland, deceased. Reginald I of Camden named exx.
G. Prescott of Brooklyn. N. Y.. ap- j Petitions for administration pre
sented for notice: Estates. Carrie A
pointed executor; Carro E. Copeland, i
Poland, late of Union, deceased.
late of Warren, deceased, Madeline i Ethel Poland Hall of Union, admx ;
“ I W A N T A C IG A R E T T E th a t
“ I’M A SECRETARY,” sa y s Joselyn
E. Brasier of Portland appointed ex- j Olive E Horsley, late of Thomaston,
d o e s n 't ja n g le m y n erv es," sa y s
L ibby, "and I o ft e n c a t in a hurry.
ecutrlx; Addie E. Jipson, late of i deceased, Ernest M. Horsley of Thom
m aster w e ld e r D a n R a ffirty . " A n d
W h e n I e n jo y C a m e ls w ith m y
Rockland, deceased. Edwina P. Jipson |
C am els d o n 't. C a m e ls are m i l d ! ”
f o o d I fe e l o n t o p o f tb e w o r ld .”
aston, named admr.; Margaret E j
of Rockland appointed executrix; | Kane,
___
late cf Rockland, deceas'd.
Isaac M. Jipson, late of Rockland, de- I Laul W. Boslse of Rockland named
ceased. Edwina P. Jipson of Rock- | admr ; Eillngton L. Carver, late ot
land appointed executrix; Ada P North Haven, deceased, Phil.p L
Ripley, late of Appleton, deceased, J Brown of North Haven, named admr ;
J IM M IE FO XX
Wilmot A. Ripley of Appleton ap Mary A Ames, late of Appleton, depointed executor; W.lliam E P rr.v. ceased, Alvah E. Ames of Union
s lu g g in g f i r s t b a s e m a n o f
late of Eicokline, Mass, deceased, | named admr.; George A.'Ames, late cf
th e B o s to n R e d S o x s a y s :
Ra. old E. Perry of New B dford. , Appleton, deceased. Alvah E. Ames ot
Ma^s . and Maurice R. Perry of West Union named admr. d.b.n.; Obed B.
’’Y S T I C K b y C a m e ls and C a m e ls
Hartford, Conn., appo.nted executors; Puller, late of Hope, deceased, Agnes
stick b y m e . C am els set m e r ig h t .
A ida M. Keene, late of Bo-,ton. Mass . L. Hart of Hope named admx
I
sm
o ke C a m e ls f o r th e ir re fre s h in g
deceased, oid Colony T ruit Company
Accounts presented for notice:
'lif t ,’ a n d f o r t h e aid th e y g iv e m y
of Boston, Mass., appointed execu- Emma
Farnsworlh, late of Ca:n.
tor; Josephine Y. Judson, late ot | den, deceased, first and final acco u n t1
d ig e s tio n . C a m e ls h e lp m e fe e l m y
New York. N. Y., deceased, William ■presented by Alton E. Bodge, admr.; 1
“ MARK ME DOWN as a m a n
fo o d agrees w i t h m e .”
THE CHAMPION GIRL b r o n 
D. Judson of |New York. N. Y.. ap- Emma H. Bisbee. la^te cf Rockland, I
w h o a p p re c ia te s h o w m ild
c o - b u s t e r 'and r o d e o star,
A t m e a ltim e s C am els are a n a id
G O IN G D O W N th e c o m 
THE LIGHTNING SW O R D
pc.nted executor; Marietta W Hat' h. , cjeceasec] flrs( an!j f5na) account pre
a n d tasty C a m e ls are," says
Hose D a t is, says: " T h e C a m e ls
t o d ig e s tio n — s p e e d in g u p th e f lo w
p r e s s io n lo c k s . S id n ey S.
PLAY o f B ela d e T u sca n ,
a ll-e v e n ts b o w lin g c h a m 
late of Friendsh.p. deceased. Grace , ie n t ecj Oy Homer Robinson and Ben1 s m o k e w ith m y m e a ls an d
o f d ig e s tiv e flu id s — in c re as in g a l
W e tz e l, t u n n e l e n g i n e e r
fe n c in g in s tr u c to r , is fa ste r
p io n , John ny M u rp h y.
after are m o s t e n jo y a b le .”
A. F.ood of Burlingame, Calif., and jam jn Knowlton, admrs.; Pied J
sa y s: " M y w o r k in v o lv e s
th a n th e e y e . H e s a y s: ” 1
k a l i n i t y - b r i n g i n g a sense o f w e l l 
Charles 3. Payson of North W ey-' Taber, late of Rockland, deceased,
d a n g e r . B u t C ariieis d o n ’t
w e lc o m e th e 'lift' in e n e r g y
b e in g . S t e a d y s m o k e rs p r e f e r
mouth. Mass., appointed executors, ; fourth, fifth and sixth accounts prefra zzle m y nerves."
I g e t w it h a C a m e l.”
C
am
els.
T
h
e
y
a
re
so
m
ild
!
Emily Hewett, late of Rockland, de- >sented by State Street Trust Camceased. Cass;e Nettie Hewett of Rock- pany, trustee; E nim aS. Howes, late
land appointed executr.x.
I cf Washington, deceased, first and
CHIEF E N G IN E E R
• • • •
final account presented by John C.
GrorgrJ. B u c k in g h a m
Petitions for administration grant- Howes, admr ; Abbie E True, late of
s to w s u p w it h C a m 
e ls b e fo r e c le a r in g
tel: Estates, Orville Brown, late ol Camden, deceased, second and final
p o r t. H e sa y s: " I t ’s
Rockport, deceased. Alan L. Bird of account presented by Horace I. Holt,
a s tr a in k e e p i n g
Rockland appointed administrator; txr.
m a c h in e r y
un der
Inventories filed: Estates of Carrie
Arthur E Johnston late of Wash
c o n tr o l. C a m e ls h e lp
ington, deceased. Blanche M. John T Balano. Port Clyde. $1005982;
e a se th e t e n s io n .”
ston of Washington, admx ; Henty J. Hudson L. Bowley. Milton, Mass.,
Keating, late of Rockland, deceased. $400; Etta Martin Day, Rockland.
Katherine L. Keating of Rockland, $378045; Mary E. Gould, Warren,
N ’TL O U T B O A R D M O T O R “ C A M E L S h e lp k e e p m e
admx.; William Hoed, late of South $2100; Minnie C. Smith. Rockland.
p e p p e d up,” T W A h o s t e s s ,
B O A T C H A M P I O N , Frerf
Thomaston, deceased, Sidney O. Hurd $$280.38; Merton P. Thurston, BosB e tty Steffen, sa y s. " I s e e
Jacoby, Jr. "M y c o n d it io n is
T U N E IN e v e ry T u e s d a y n ig h t. H e a r
cf South Thomaston, admr ; Elmyra ton $1137.50; Henrietta P Levensa"Jaik O a iie'l C o tteg e" ~ a fu ll-h o u r
m a n y fa m o u s p e o p le . A n d
im p o r ta n t IT h a t’s w h y C a m e l
II. Rollins, late of Camden, deceased. ler Thomaston. $2162 62; Abbie E
s h o w ! B e n n y G o o d m a n 's " S w in g "
m o s t o f th em s m o k e C a m e ls .”
is m y c ig a r e tte ,” says F red .
B
and! H o l l y w o o d stars! C o lle g e a m 
James A. Brown of Camden, adm r : True. Camden. $1663.68; Clara E.
a te u r ta le n t ! 9 : 3 0 p m E .S . T . , 8 : 3 O
M atti Ruckonen, late of St. Georgs. Thurston. Union. $140.
p m C . S . T . , 7 :3 0 p m M . S . T . , 6 :3 0
p m P . S . T . , W A B C - C B S N e tw o r k .
deceased, William Honkonen of St
C a p r r lft it 1987. K J. K*nm>I4i T v b w r v
Norn, i v . m
George, admr.; Letta M. Dean, lats 01
VINALHAVEN LIONS
Beverly, Mass., deceased, Zadoc L.
Knight of Rockport, admr.
Entertain Visitors With Ama
Petitions for license to sell real
teur Play— Then, Off To
estate granted: Estates. Olivia B
the Alleys
James, late of Milton. Mass., deceased,
presented by Arthur D. Hill. Richard j
The Vinalhaven Lions Club was
H Wiswall and Adams Sherman Hill,
m
trustees; Marguer.te Gillis, et als, visited Thursday night by George W.
minors, of North Haven. presented ;
the Camden-Rockport .lu K
Tuesday to St. Barnabas Hospi'al Virgil Mnr.'e Jr and Lyndon Lawby Mellie IP. Gillis of said North j
his official capacity att D.stnct
VINALHAVEN
ELECTRIC WIZARDRY
after spending two weeks with her son were callers Sunday afternoon at
Governor of District No 41 With
Haven, gdn.
Mrs. Mildred Daniels and Mrs. parents Mr and Mrs. George Gray. ' Chester Duncan's.
1
him were two other members of the
Petition for license to convey real
The High School Students
M ae C h lo tild e , o f th e W P A. office.
......
r t«i» Camden-Rockport
Club.
Georg'
Marie Burnheinter who attends
estate and distribute granted: Estate
Augusta were in town on a business
Crockett, who has developed quite a j Got a Great Kick Out of
Dr. Walter P Conley will be at his school at K< nt's Hill passed Friday
William L. Brown, late of Appleton,
trip during the weekend.
technique as a song leader, and Neil ,
Vinalhaven office from the arrival of and Saturday with her parents Mr
Experiments
deceased, presented by Willard M.
Calderwood of Vinalhaven, who has !
Walter Sirone of Rockland was in the boat Wednesday afternoon until
and Mrs. John Burnheinter.
Brown and Henrietta M. Cottrell,
tickled more ivories than any other j
its departure Friday morning. 22-23
town over the weekend.
(By Frederick Perry)
heirs-at-law.
Maple Grange will hold a dance
Lion in these parts.
Neil Calderwood left Monday foi
• • • •
Thursday. Feb 18. the pupils of
Saturday night.
Supper
was
served
in
the
Union
California
where
he
has
employment
Petition for perpetual care of burial
NORTH WALDOBORO
Rockland High School were treRuth Clarry of Union was guest
with the American Tel. and Tel. Cu
let granted: Estate Frank L. Mont Church Vestry, and members of the
• Ganders ’ and ’Skippers' Bowling mendously entertained by Glenn Mor- ,
Saturday
night of her cousin Louise
William
Sprague
and
family
of
gomery. late of Warren, deceased,
Clinton Teele is in Philadelpnia.
teams were invited guests. The usu- ris. who demonstrated the remark.tbl' :
Mank.
slingtcn.
Mass.,
were
recent
guests
presented by C. Ida Stevens of Rock
Keith Kittredge has returned fron.
al routine business was transacted, flexibility of electricity.
f Belle Sprague
The Laymen's Gospel Team will
land. exx.
B cston.
including a report from the commitDuring his opening speech Mr.
Mrs. lu ra Walter visited Thursday conduct a service at the Nazarene
Petitions fcr appraisal granted:
Mis.
J.
H.
Carver
and
daughtei
tee which has charge of the Vinal- >
is made
aud;en;e jump by
with Mr. and Mrs Roland Walter n: Church Wednesday night at 7.30.
Estates Ocena M. Boynton. iate of
Miss Ernestine Carver visited Friday
haven Lions Club Ladies Night,
.
Waldoboro.
There will be special music after
Vinalhaven. deceased, presented by
, . , ,
. . . . .
___s u d d e n ly o p e ra tin g a m a c h in e w h ic h
in
Rockland.
which is expected to take place in I
H
s
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach. which Millard Hart will speak.
Samuel Boynton Shadie of Rockland. I
i produced intense flashes cf miniature
Miss Nathalie Smith., home from
about two weeks.
trustee; Joseph A Marshall, late of
H a llc w e ll. passed the holiday with her
During the evening that marvelous lightning. Mr Morris also stressed [
Camden, deceased, presented by Flor
aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. Osca
colossal, stupendous, dramatic Pr0‘ the fact that the ordinary 113 volt
ence A. Marshall of Camden, exx.
C. Lane.
duction entitled “A Night at the current which flows into our homes [
Petition for allowance granted:
Mis. Thomas Baum, mother and
Opry House" was enacted with the
is much more dangerous than SO33 I
Estate Roy H. Gould, late of Union,
sister of Boston arrived Friday.
following cast: Gladiola Crabtree. G.
deceased, presented by Myrtle L. Ernest Arey; Cornelius Crabtree. L ., volts at a hi«her frequency. This
Town Meeting will be held Match
Gould of Union, widow.
1 hi Memorial hall. Dinner will be
B. Dyer; Nicodemus KnashtOoth, the ' was the basis of his spectacular exAccounts allowed: Caroline M.
served that day in the G.A R. rooms
cur. O V. Drew and Alf. the hero. periments.
Crawford, late of Camden, deceased,
I under the auspices of Union Church
Harry Coombs.
Mr.
Morris's
first
experiment
was
third account presented by Homer E.
She wanted to retain her position as fashion dictatress of the world, he j choir,
District Governor Dyer spoke
> (V
a peculiar arc which rose from the wanted to rise to great diplomatic heights, but when Alison Skipworth (left) i Mrs
Robinson and Joseph Emery, trustees;
briefly but forcibly upon the state of
Charles Victor Shields had
A / 7
rresn an d 1
Thomas Walker, late of Warren, de the organization and commended the l3ase °f tw0 vertical wires, and con introduces Ia n Hunter to Kay Francis, the ra rtfu lly rontioiled hearts of friends as luncheon guests Thursday
ceased. first account presented b y ; Club upon its success thus far in its tinued to the top; others followed un these two ambitious people do a tailspin, in “Stolen Holiday."—adv.
I at her home.
George W. Walker, tr.; Prank L .' history. He paused during his ad- til it appeared as a sort of ladder
Cora Roberts of Wollaston Mass
Montgomery, late of Warren, de dress to pay high tribute to his fellow with the rungs in motion. This is
was in town for a holiday visit with
The name of Kay Francis instant- tional. political and financial rnmceased, first and final account (in Lion. Neil M. Calderwood. who leaves commonly called "Jacob's Ladder.
j relatives.
306
cluding private claim of executrix) shortly to live in California.
Producing a spark front the ordi- ly conjures up visions of magntficeni plications, and no end of suspense,
T ie Knit-Wits will meet tonight.
gowns
and
no
list
of
ten
best-dressed
While
advanoe
reports
indicate
presented by C. Ida Stevens, exx.:
After the meeting nearly all those, nary 63 cycle 110 volt circuit. Mr.
. with Miss Urdine Calderwood.
Cassandra A. Washburn, late of present repaired to the Cascade Morris demonstrated to the audience women in the country fails to include th a t there are plenty of "1937" gowns
' Mrs. Langstry Smith entertained
Thomaston, deceased, first account Bowling Alleys where the “Ganders’’ the method used to determine the her name, but, “Stolen Holiday" is to be seen as Miss Francis advances
the Saturday Nighters at cards.
presented by Joseph Emery, exr.; the "Skippers" and the "Lions" made number of times that the spark said to be not merely a fashion show her career as a designer, the beautiEdward Ames has returned from
It
Is
a
tense
drama
with
rioting
ful
costumes
are
merely
Incidental
to
Anna W. Case, late of Rockland, d e merry to a late hour, so late in fact jumped the gap. With a large cir
i Monmouth, where he was guest of
ceased, first and final account pre that after two strings had been rolled cular wheel, on which were painted mobs on the streets of Paris, interna- the story.—adv.
his grandfather Calvin Ames.
sented by William W. Case. admr. a coin was flipped to see whether five rows of white spots, Mr. Morris
Mrs. John Gunderson (Martha
d.b.n.; Charlotte C. Rhodes, late ot or not to continue the Lady Luck confronted the audience. Spinning i tached The bulb lighted, showing Although the boys were slightly nervBeckman) who has been visiting Iter
Rockland, deceased, first and final voting no, the match was discon-1the wheel and setting the spark in that magnetism passed through the ous. they conducted experiments as
cntf> Mr ancJ Mrs sjgrj(j jgeckaccount presented by Olive R. Wilson, tinued.
motion he shows the pupils the effects pupU’a body.
they were told, to the great amuse- man, has rot‘lir„
ort to Brookline, Mass.
returned
admx.; George W. Benner, late of
Following is the three thirds score of the spark. The spots on the wheel ! Two more experiments were con- ment of the assembly, and emerged
Mrs. Lena Davidson recently en
Friendship, deceased, first and final of a two thirds bowling match.
are constantly changing and revolv- ' ducted to show the earth is a magnet, unscathed.
tertained the Oarden Club at a Val
account presented by Riley Bradford,
Mr. Morris's demonstration is the
ing about one another first one way, | each utilizing the magnetic field of
Lions
entine
supper party.
admr.; Elmer S. Bird, late of Rock Calder
88 91 179 then the other. The method of de the earth to produce enough current second in scientific experiments to bn
Misses Ruth Brown and Normr.
land. deceased, third account present Kelly ........
shown
at
the
High
School
and
was
a
136
i
termining
the
frequency
is
in
the
to
Ting
a
doorbell.
71 67 138
Gray returned Monday to Farminged by Emma S. Bird. Adriel U. Bird, Crockett ....
One of his most Interesting dem- very dazzling and vivid performance,
86 104 190 way the spots revolve.
onstrations
was
that
of
an
ultra-short
Mr.
Morris
said
that
the
audience
lon orma
c 00 a ter spen ng
Permit us to create
and William S. Linnell, trustees; Calderwood
To
demonstrate
the
stroboscope,
a
84 82 166
the Weekend in town.
Abbie W, Howe, late of Camden, de G. Dver ....
86 86 172 peculiar instrument used by engineers wave radio transmitter made to oper was a very good one and regretted
a personality tn your
Miss Harriet Vinal returned Satuiceased. first and final account pre
— — — tb slow down the motion of rapidly ate whirling discs, lights flash, magic th a t he couldn't have shown more
printing work . . . such
day from Natick Mass.
sented by Joseph H. Mullin, admr.;
415 430 845 moving wheels, Mr. Morris had a de ally light a |fire and many other things experiments.
personality as you would
Harry Freedman has returned
sign which was rotated rapidly by a all done with absolutely no connec
Carrie W. Stackpole. of Thomaston,
Ganders
home
from
Augusta.
prefer In the human
first account presented by Walter T. Goose
89 85 174 motor; and viewed by an arc light tion except the radio impulses. Mr.
U N IO N
Mrs.
Ned
Kittredge
and
daughter
salesman that you would
Stackpole, conservator.
Sanborn ....
83 84 167 which was going 69 times a second. Morris stressed the point of the use
• • • •
Ruth were Rockland visitors Thurs
Shields
77 86 163 “stopped" the twirling disc so that lessness of war with radio controlled
employ.
Storer-Collins Post A L. is spon day.
Petitions for probate of will filed Winslow ....
apparatus. With them, he said, war
78 95 173 the design could be plainly seen.
soring
a free motion picture to be
The Junior Epworth League en
for notice; Stephen G. Prescott, late Littlefield
To show induction and transference would be made too terrible.
100 102 204
of Rockland, deceased. The First Na
With a common flashlight he actu- presented Tuesday night iFeb. 23' at joyed a valentine party Saturday aft
We plan and print
— — — of energy through space by means of
tional Bank of Rockland named ex
of ernoon at Union Church vestry.
427 452 879 a simple transformer, Mr. Morris had ated a device, by the sheer means of Town hail in the interests
. . . booklets, inserts,
ecutor; Katherine Lynn McInnis, late
five turns of ordinary wire above the energy of the light rays, which "Safety;" it is an interesting six reel i Arthur Calderwood of Wollaston,
Skippers
sales bills, broadsides,
of Rockland, deceased. Timothy E. Poole
......
82 89 171 which he held a single turn of copper produced enough current for a num- feature with a special appeal to lov- Mas-s was ln town over the holiday.
announcements,
office
McInnis of Rockland named exr : Drew
Miss Elizabeth Gray returned
.....
90 86 176 strip. The ends of this strip were ber of fascinating stunts.
ers of good baseball and has been en 
and factory forms and
Lillian B. Mortland. late of Rockland, Erickson ....
Calling five pupils to assist him. Mr thusiastically received where pre73 82 155 connected with a piece of iron wire,
P E R S IS T E N T
deceased. Lewis H. Johnson of Madi H. Young ....
supply estimates on a
82 72 154 which when the current was turned Morris set out to demonstrate elee- sented
21-23
son, N. J., named executor; Dean C. L. Dyer ....
IN D IG E S T IO N
90 91 181 on melted almost instantly. With no tricity raised from 110 to 2300 volts;
competitive basis
Osborne, late of Camden, deceased,
— — — direct connection between the wire from 60 cycles to 100,000 cycles. ElecVINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
DON'T uffer day after day with
CO.
STEAMBOAT
Sade E. L. Gsborne of Camden and
I tricity at this stage is harmless and
417 420 837 and the current.
Ulcers due to Acidity—
Rockland. Me
Telephone 402
Lewis L. Fawcett of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
To the amusement of the assembly can be used without danger. It can Read Down
Read Up
P M
named exrs.; Nellie P. Manning, late
When a man wants his handker one of tlie pupils was asked to assist. be carried on the surface of the body. A. M
T H E C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAM) ........ .. \ r 6 00 burning stomach and other distresses
of Camden, deceased, Franklin C. chief he reaches around and takes it He was .placed in front of the coil Mr. Morris welded two rods held in 6.30 Lv STONINGTON
............. Lv 4 10 due to an over acid stomach condi
R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
l.v 3 30 |
Manning of Camden and Florence out of his back-pocket. When a girl just mentioned and the current turned the mouths of the boys He>«ent it 7.3(1 l.v NORTH IIAVEN
Lv 2.45 1 tion with VAYLO a simple home
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN
M. iPhllbrook of Rockland named wants hers she arises, shakes herself on. Mr. Morris placed in front of
9 30 Ar ROCKLAND
1.30 treatment. Oet FREE sample today
S u b je c t to cbitoge w ith o u t n o tic e
Charles G. Weaver, late of I and picks it up.—‘Florida Dispatch.
exrs
him a similar coil with a bulb at- their nervous hands lighted brightly.
146-tt at Corner Drug Store, Rockland,
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S u n s p o ts L o n g K n o w n to
th e C h in e s e A s tro n o m e rs

CO AL

" B A R G A IN S ”

I f Y o u r D u ll H e a d a c h e
is caused by C o n s tip a tio n . . . Try

'I

a

FOR SALE

The Chinese knew about sunspots
long before Galileo peered at them
HOUSE, six rooms ahd bath, hot water
heat, garage Lot 63x80 ft.. 19 Franklin
through his telescope Occasionally
St.. Tel. 186-R . Rockland.
20-tf
visible to the unaided eye when not
SECOND hand cook stove for sale,
subdued by the sun's light, as just
No 8 In good shape. C. H PLUMMER,
before sunset or just after sunrise
the Auctioneer. North Appleton. Me
23-as
sunspots
are
not
uniform
in
size
or
A c e r t a in p a r t o f t h e p r ic e o f o u r A n th r a c ite r e p r e s e n ts
The True Family Laxative
HOUSEHOLD furnishing for sale at
shape, appear singly or in groups,
T
his
fam
ily
m
edicine
promotes
bowel
action
and
therefore
m o d e r n p r e p a r a tio n m e t h o d s , a c c u r a te s iz in g a n d c a r e fu l
5 Georges St.. Thomaston.
21-23
asserts an authority in the Kansas
aids in relieving con stip ation .............For Children as well as
SIX-room house for sale. $1600 Small
City Star. A single spot may be
i n s p e c t io n . . . in v is ib le q u a litie s t h a t fu r n is h a n ad d ed
A d u lts..........Four Generations have used Dr. True's Elixir as
down payment. $13. m onth on balance
sufficiently large to take in the
at 12 Prescott S t, HASKELL BROS,
a la x a t iv e ...........A t Druggists
v a lu e in h e a t a n d e v e n b u r n in g . W e o ffe r o u r c u s to m e r s
earth, with room to spare for a
Tel. 25.
21*23
D & H C o n e -C le a n e d A n t h r a c it e b e c a u s e w e c a n h o n e s t ly
smaller planet. Groups extend over
By L . L . STEVENSO N
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
coat, mink lined. Persian lamb collar,
areas that include millions of
a n d fe a r le s s ly r e c o m m e n d it to t h e m —le a v in g s o -c a lle d
value $500. Someone can have a great
The term pocket miner doesn't
square miles. A typical fully formed
bargain, for $125. Inquire at Couriermean the same in NewYork as it
“ b a r g a in c o a l t o t h e ir r e s p o n s ib le a n d r e c k le s s . B e tte r
ROCKPORT
Gazette office.
152-tf
sunspot has an approximately cir
does
in
the
West.
Out
where
men
cular central region, the umbra,
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
p la y s a f e w it h u s a n d b u r n D& H C o n e -C le a n e d A N T H R A 
Advertisements
la
inis
column
nov
to
Jason
Thurston
and
Carlton
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
are men and rocks are hard, the
which seems to be black, but would
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 sold on Muuey-Back Guarantee. AUTO
C IT E — a rea l g o o d c o a l w i t h ex tra h e a t v a lu e in ev e ry t o n .
pocket miner is a legitimate citizen
be bright if seen against a darker Thurston of Rockland and Miss Ro cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi SAVE YARD, INC., 1887 River St.. Hyde
lines five cents each for one time Park. Mass
who digs gold out of pockets in the
152*36
surface, and a surrounding penum berta Nutt of Nasson Institute. | tional
Call 487
10 cents for three times. 81x words
earth. In New York, the pocket min
bra, less dark than the umbra and Springvale, spent the weekend at the make a line.
VICTROLA with records for sale.
Walnut, console style, excellent condi
er is one who digs bills out of pock
less bright than thephotosphere.
home of their grandparents. Mr. and
tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
ets of night club frequenters. He
With no definite duration, sunspots Mrs. J. C. Davis.
4 p m.
148*tf
doesn’t do it with deft fingers be
519 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
generally last only a short time,
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
These late additions to the Rock
cause police deal roughly with pick
tion $1600; 8-acre farm, good building
sometimes not more than a day.
Valuable Prizes! In the D. & 11. Anthracite Radio Contest— tune in
70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
pockets, and there is always the
NBC Red Network. Sundays 2 to 2.30. Secure free entry blank from Us
One, in 1840-41, continued for eight port Red Cross contributions are list g t * * * * « * « . « * * * * « * K $800;
Any of these for small payment down,
chance of getting caught He does
I
balance
as rent V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
een months. They require different ed: Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Carroll. $3;
ENOIJSH Setter female pup lost
it by trickery. The patron who has
14-tf
lengths of time for developing, from a friend. $5; Miss Feme Whitney. $1; Black and white spotted. FOREST 1154. 283 Main St.
I enjoyed a wet, wild night receives
' BRAZIER Tel. 472-R.
22*24
POCOHONTA8 soft coal. $8.50; hard
a few hours to several days, and Simonton Corner School. $1
callers at his hotel room or office
1 NOTICE -is hereby given of the loss coal. $15; coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
normally they decline more slowly.
14-tf
The Baptist Ladies' , Circle will of deposit book numbered 1593 Mid the Tel. 62. Thomaston.
the next morning. They inform him
The number of sunspots varies
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
owner of said book asks for duplicate In
that
the
night
before,
he
wasn't
himJ
meet
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the
West Rockport, visited Mrs. Roscoe
greatly in a periodicity that is not
accordance with the provision of the let for the seaaon Phone ua. Rockland
WALDOBORO
THOMASTON
self. Seeing that he was a good
State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.. 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Ingraham. Saturday
strictly regular, but reaches an av home of Mrs Minetta Paul.
14-tf
20-T-26
fellow, the club had settled for a
erage of slightly more than eleven
Walter L Ballard spent the week- Rockland Branch.
Miss Barbara Elliot of Boston
Members of the Federated Ladies'
Prof. Allen R Benner of Andover. small amount and he had told them
years. During two or three years end and holiday with his sister. Mrs
Circle are to serve a public supper passed the holiday weekend with her M ass. has been at his home here a to call the next morning and collect
of maximum frequency there are Mabel Tribou In Somerville. Mass. )
tonight at 630 in the Congregational parents. Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J few days.
the balance. Il the victim shows
exceptional numbers of spots devel
vestry. In the evening Superintend Elliot.
The Twentieth Century Club will J
signs
of
getting
tough,
they
tell
Announcement has been received!
oping and disappearing. In the qui
ent of Schools. George J. Cumming
meet Friday afternoon at the home
Mr. and Mrs. John Mathews re of the birth Feb 15 of a daughter.' him that he’ll either settle or
escent phase they are few.
of Rockland, will be speaker on the turned to Belmont. Mass.. Monday ; Sandra, to Mr. and Mrs. G ordon! there'll be unfavorable publicity. I
of Mrs. Gladys Heistad. At the recent ! HOUSEKEEPING position wanted by
THREE large rooms with bath to let.
Most of the victims, in the throes [
painted, on first floor $6 week;
topic “Using What We Have.''
meeting with Miss Marion Weidman an American woman, m a widowers newly
after being weekend guests of Mrs. Benner of Malden. Mass.
also
all modern, unfurnished house, two
of a hangover, have settled. Thus
home or a small household. N. C. care of
The
Unicorn
an interesting program consisting of Courier-Gazette
Mrs Florence H Gardiner and Miss Amos S. Mills. They were accom -; A Republican caucus will be held the racketeers flourished.
21*23 lots of land, garage, corner Llmerock
The unicorn was supposed to be
and Broadway, price reasonable. Tel. 330
ONE or two good men wanted to chop o r 1154. V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Nellie Gardiner went Sunday to Bos panied by Miss Margery Mills, who [ in the High School auditorium I
a one-horned animal of peculiar papers by Mrs Marie Bisbee on wood,
house
rent
free,
can
Interview
1 4 -tf
ton where they will spend a weeks will visit Miss Jane Mathews and also i Thursday night and a Democratic
power, writes the scientific corre "Maine, Past and Present'' and by me at the Camden Post Office from 10
Recently two waiters and a clerk
HOUSE to rent on Adams street. Tel.,
Miss Edith Roche, in Winchester caucus at the same place Saturday. ,
spondent o f t h e “Manchester Nancy J Tribou on Holman Day. wa. j to 12 a m . every day C H PLUMMER 1188-M
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Every-Other-Day
METHEBESEC CLB

TENANT’S HARBOR

STONINGTON

you can

ERRYM AKING

Louise Eaton and Lewis Barter
Whitney L. Wheeler of Augusta
were married! Feb. 12 by Capt.
will be the speaker on the Social Se
George Knowlton.
curity program Wednesday a t 8
Dennis McMahon, superintendent
o'clock over WLBZ, Bangor.
of the North Lubec Mfg. and Canning
Mrs. James Davis and infant son
Methebesec Club met Friday after Co. is visiting friends in Lubec and
James MacKay have arrived horns
noon at the home of Mrs. Irene vicinity.
An avenue of Royal palms, hedged Irom the Lucette in Thomaston.
Miss Jennie Guptill has returned
Mr. and Mrs. William O Brien by tropical plants, beckoned our party
to the Sentej Crane store after a two Walker, with Mrs. Jane Beach as asMr. and Mrs. Albert W Sm ith of |
weeks' vacation. Following a visit in sisting hostess. Current events were 1(Gertrude Carter) are receiving con- of eight from Maine and Massachu Went Somerville. Mass., were in town '
Boston, Miss Guptill was the guest presented by Mrs. Maude Blodgett, gratulations on the birth Feb. 1C of setts to Miami Jockey Club. Hialeah and in Rockland a few days recently.
Fark, to attend the horse races.
) of her sister Mrs. M. J. Mullen in Miss Edna Gregory, wearing a color ' a daughter Iolene Iris.
They also attended the funer al serv
Gay colors flashed about against
>Bangor.
i A daughter was born Feb. 16 to Mi
ices at Long Cove for Mr. Sm ith's
ful raffia hat and carrying a match- I
the
world's
most
fashionable
racing
1and Mrs Hector Daudlin and has
I
ing bag, both souvenirs from Nassau, ■
park. Within the oval, beyond the uncle George Smith.
been named Delores Mary.
Miss Ida Hughes of the Junior
Mrs. Leroy Smalley, of Elmore is
luxuriant flowers and the turf, was
High faculty is spending the Febru gave a delightful account of her re 
Ruth Webb is employed at the
Miss Elizabeth Snow, student at ary recess with her mother Mrs cent trip to Nassau and Havana. In }I home of Mrs. Walter Small hi Sun- the irregular pond where hundreds of showing a slight improvement in her
• W omen w ho sen d th eird o th eso u t to be
condition. She has been ill with
coral-colored flamingoes sailed.
Bouve, Boston School of Physical Edu
an informal manner she took her |
Elizabeth Hughes, at Union.
washed u su a lly keep their “ d a in ties” a t
1set.
double
pneumonia.
We
entered
the
grandstand
during
cation, came Saturday to be guest of
hearers with her on the entire cruise,
hom e to be cleaned by hand in th e w a sh ’
Mrs.
Ifina
Gross
recently
sustained
Mrs. Lillian Philbrook is boarding
bowl or a sm a ll tu b. You can s a fe ly e n 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John I.
the second race, to the rhythm of
augmented with an account of Radio ,
Miss Barbara Roberts of New York, City sights. Among souvenirs passed a severe lnlury 10 her ankle
trust your d a in tie st garments t o th c
Snow. Miss Snow has as guest her
spirited music, jovial and ready to at the home of Mrs. Albion Williams.
gentle G yratator washing action a n d th e
roommate. Miss Elizabeth McIntire a student at Westbrook Junior Col- for inspection were two fascinating
Among thsoe recovering from the enjoy the races. There were few re
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith of Bath,
careful R oller W ater Remover o f th e
i lege spent the weekend and holiday
of Rose Valley, Penn.
M a y ta g — d o th e entire washing a t h o m e
dolls—"Suzy'' a native of H av an a, grippe are Vallie Smith, iMedbury maining seats. Thousands were sit and G. Lewis S m ith of Malden. Mass,
as the guest of Mr and Mrs. John H. (and
[
in an hour o r s o — saving tim e, m o n e y ,
"Jack" a natty sailor lad pro-I Smith, Florence Wallace, ate Jones, ting and standing!1 Directly in front were in town recently called by the
clothes a n d w orry. • There are a sco re o t
Mrs. G. M. Derry is able to be out McLoon.
cured on shipboard, a headdress fash- John Knowlton, Gordon Chapin, of me was on empty seat on which death of their father, George Sm ith
other a d van tages th a t make M a y ta g th c
Leona
Gross,
Bert
Trundy
and
Don
after a sickness that has confined
rested
a
huge
sewing-basket
contain
favorite w asher everywhere.
loned of fish scales, a panoramic view
of
Willardham.
Mrs. Ernest Young, Mrs. Hcniy
her to her home on Camden street
See the New Maytag Inner
ing sweaters, cameras, magazines, etc.
of Havana harbor, menus, programs. ald opkins.
Charles Coolbroth who has em 
Smaltz and Mrs. Louis Wardwell of
since early in January.
Vernctte Noyes entertained at a with two friends on either side ployment in Whitinsville. Mass., re
etc., and castanets which Miss Greg
HOUSE-SHERMAN,
INC.
Camden were luncheon guests Friday
M ain Street,
Rockland, M e.
ory wields with skill. Her account Valentine party Saturday night at guarding the gem<?). I leaned quiet cently spent a few days with his
•
Any
Maytag
modal
may
be
The eighth annual meeting of the of Mrs. Henry Bird. Cards were in closed with a spirited rendering on her home. Games were enjoyed, i ly ahead and said, “I beg your parhad with gaaolina Multi-Motor
family.
M rL O O N SALES & S E R V IC E
American home department of the order for the afternoon.
tor homes without electricity
the piano of a popular hit in the Ba- after which fruit salad, sandwiches don. Is this seat taken?”
Limeroek Street,
Rockland, M e.
I
The
infant
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs
J7
“It is. my sister has gone for a
Chocolate ice cream and individual
hamas.
Mrs.
Calvin
Sm
ith
has
been
named
will take place March 30 as a part
Ra>Ph ulm er CamP antl Auxiliary
THE MAYTAG COMPANY • MANUFACTURERS• FOUNDED 1W I• NEWTON,IOWA
Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair present Valentine cakes, were served. Those ticket.”
Patricia.
of the annual Farm and Home week ,
meet at ^ e Leg*011 Hall Wedncs- ed a comprehensive paper entitled present were Phyline Sturdie. M ar
The lady sitting next to me whis
The epidemic is slightly on the
at University of Maine. Mrs. Faith day night at 7.30.
"Crossroads of the Sea." referring to jorie Tewksbury Shirley MacDonald. pered. "It isn't true. I've been sitting
Hinckley Powley of Hinckley, will
Capt. and Mrs. Reid R. Pierson mothed died Friday and w ithin an
several of the principal canals of the Charlotte Goodrich. Mary Coombs, here all the afternoon and that bas decline in this community.
Miss Priscilla Saunders has represide at the all-day program.
Mrs. Fem e Rice and Miss Ruth Since their arrival Sunday, th e ir ' hour their aunt Mrs. Louise Burton
world, and Mrs. Sadie Leach gave a Constance Coombs and Clarice ket has held that seat!"
Among notable speakers is Henry turned t0 Oorham Normal School
So we watched the horses in their Pierson of Massachusetts were called father has undergone a surgical op- (sister of Mrs. Pierson) of Spruce
paper on The Fjords and Glaciers of Cousins.
Noble MacCracken. president of Vas after spending the holiday weekend
pretty
plays, the spectators standing home by the illness of their parents, eration at Knox Hospital , their <Head died.
Mrs. James A. Faulkingham was
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs An- :Nonvay P a i n i n g to the , scenic
sar College, also Howard Bigelow of
sel Saunders.
beauty of Thc Land of the Mldnight recent guest of Miss Grace Faulking about everywhere. Don came along
Michigan State Teachers College, of
and I said, “I'll give you $5 if you go
Sun which she visited last summer. ham.
Kalamazoo.
in there and sit in th at basket seat.”
Miss Janet Tapley and Miss Relief Mrs. Leach passed for the members'
Lois Stinson is home from Bangor
“Is it a gamble?"
inspection several very fine photo
a sJj[ weeks. teaching p ^ o d 3t
Miss Frances GofI of Roslindale. Nichols, both of the Junior High
"I ll give you $5."
cards
of
fjords,
mountains,
lakes,
wathe
Hlgh
g
^
,
Mass., is the guest of Miss Margaret School faculty, are at their respective
Don went in, moved the basket,
terfalls and other scenic spots.
•
homes,
in
Oakland
and
Brooksville.
Adams.
Mr. Levinsky and son of Portland and sat down. One of the ladies said
Frefacing Mrs. Leach's paper, Mrs.
have been passing a few days with "You? Well, you may sit here till my
Miss Anne Povich of this city who Gladys Heistad sang two Norwegian
Mr and Mrs. Walter Connon had 1
the former's daughter Mrs. Harry
sister comes."
as house guests for the holiday week- ! next week completes her, S‘udleS
songs-"A ften er stille" (The EveFreedman.
The turf races came along
Don
end Mla« Evelyn Tracy of this city, I the Elllot-pUher 801,001 01 TypeWrt' nlng 15 StlU' by’ Agathe Backer
Miss H. Wood, a field worker from had wen his $5 and I still laugh.
ing and Billing Machines, was a holi- Grondahl, and "Ingrids vise" (Inand William J. Mills. Nelson Waters,
Leah Ramsdell Fuller
day weekend visitor at her Rockland grid's Song) by Halfdan Kjerulf the Children's Home at Augusta has
Elbren Bean Robert Ulmer and
home She has made excellent prog- Miss Margaret G. Stahl was at the been in town recently.
Miami, Feb. 20
Ralph Blackington, all of Everett.
Leona Eaton is visiting her brother
ress in the school and has severa piano. An oil painting done by H
Mass
opportunities to locate in Boston. O. Hestad of Lake Loen also aided' Dennis at Isle au Haut.
CAMDEN
as illustration of Mrs. Leach's paper. I Misses Genice Noyes and Helen
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sherman and
Mr. and Mrs. HN McDougall thjs spot being tbe location of the Banks, Reginald Greenlaw aridPaul
Mrs. Clarence Harmon and Miss
daughter Dorothy and Mr. and Mrs.
of Portland leavetoday for a three great tragedy of last summer when 1Billings attended a house party at Blanche Harmon of Woodfords were
S. Constantine visited Mr. and Mrs.
recent guests of Mrs. Harmon's aunt.
weeks motor trip to Florida.
a jarge arm Of a glacier toppled into the U.-of M. recently.
E. L. Toner in Yarmouth Saturday.
Miss Mary C. Davis. High street.
, „
. ... . ..
the lake burying a town and killing
Mrs. Ethel Eaton is employed at
Miss Mary Haskell and Miss Mina
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rodgers and
many people.
Mrs. H H. Randall of Portland was
the home of Mrs. Ira Nevells. R N.,
E. Tower, of the High School faculty
son
Wilfred of West Concord. Mass.,
Mrs.
Blodgett
was
elected
secretary
guest of honor Saturday night at a
who is convalescing from an opera
are visiting friends in Lewiston dur
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Richard
to fill the vacancy caused by the tion on her foot.
small party given by her sister, Mrs.
ing the week's vacation.
j resignation of Mrs. Carrie Palmer,
Howarth.
*
R. H. Britt. A theatre party at
Mrs. Goodwin Eaton of Sunset was
who remains a club member, however.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
E.
Gill
of
Waldo Theatre in Waldoboro was
a visitor thc past week at the home
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie of Warren is
followed by lunch and a social gath visiting this week with her daughter Attention was called to the annual of her daughter Mrs. Lillian McMa Cambridge. Mass . have been regis
, guest day which takes place at the
tered at Green Gables for a few
ering at the Britt home on Talbot Mrs. Lawrence Leach.
hon.
Universalist vestry on Friday. March
avenue. Other guests were Mrs.
days.
Harvey Candage who has been very
Walter H Butler, Mrs. Fred Veazie, ' A board meeting of the Maine Fed- 15. at 2.30. Each member may invite
Mr. and Mrs. John McDonough and
ill.
is improving slowly.
and Mrs. Edward Boody.
Mrs William Schaefer of Middle• eration of Music Clubs is being held three guests. The speaker for the
Reuben Cousins is able to be out town. Conn., have been in town to
U K /V M b t '/zLB.
I today in Auburn. Recent appoint afternoon will be Robert P. Tristram
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hudson of ments for district committees made Coffin of Brunswick, one of M aine's! following a recent illne.ss.
attend the Snow Bowl activities.
P
E K O E PKG.
N A T IO N -W ID E
Augusta spent the weekend with by Mrs. Dora Bird, district director, outstanding writers. Not so long ago
Emaron Eaton has returned from
Douglas Payson is a patient at the
1
LB
J
r
Mrs. Ella Bird. Spring street.
C O F F E E RED B A G ■ 2 B A G S 4 0 c
are as follows: Publicity. Mrs. Leola Mr Coffin had the signal honor con- Augusta.
j Pettapiece Hospital.
F O R M O IA '/zLB.
b
Lionel Barbour ls employed in
Noyes; "Appoggiatura," Mrs. Lucy ferred on him of being awarded the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aldeverde
Norton
of
Gordon Flint of Bryant-Stratton
Pulitzer
Prize
for
the
best
volume
of
i
proVjdence
Rankin; hymnology. Miss Mabe!
O O L O N G PKG.
G O LD M EDAL
Dark Harbor are visiting relatives in
School in Boston has been visiting
Holbrook; Maine Folk Music, Mrs. poetry for the year, a distinction that j John M-Loy, Stuart Masterton and town.
1
:jr = r -jc L Z
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry M.
W H E A T IE S .
.
2 PKGS 2 5
ranks him with the first of Maine
Irene Walker.
Irvin Kennison of North Conway.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Dangler
of
Flint over the holiday.
writers of verse and a worthy col
' N. H. are boarding with Mrs. Annie New York city are guests of her
George Adams of the Kingsward league of the other authors of the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Achorn at School faculty in Hartford. Conn., is sta te who have caused the eyes of Ricliards and are employed at th parents, Mr. and Mrs. S W Beljea
28 O Z
Qf Boston u
N A T IO N -W ID E W H E A T C ER EA L .
West Concord. Mass., and Mr and | spending the mid-year recess with the Nation to turn to this common- 'Deer Island Granite Co.s quarry.
PKG 1 7 c
Miss Sadie Marcus of Rockland has tQwn ca]led by the death of his
Mrs. George Gonia of Quincy. Mass, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph wealth as a literary center. To his
M r '^ f U n h a s ‘added |bcught
‘^nchorage" the summer , u th w Dr gamuel
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Adams. Berkeley street.
A U N T J E M IM A P A N C A K E FLO U R
PKGS 2 5 c
output of verse
home of the late Miss Caroline
Edward Gonia.
Miss Dorothy Kimball of Boston is
novels, some of which pertain to the
Broomhall at the Reach.
16 O Z
Mrs. Percy L. Roberts (Vivian Bil
spending a few days with her parents
N A T IO N -W ID E P A N C A K E SYRUP
BOT 1 7 c
The second card party in a series lings) of Sea Cliff, Long Island, N. sea. a subject which is engrossing
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kimball.
the
attention
of
the
Methebesec
Club
was held at Pleasant Valley Grange Y„ was pleasantly met at a coffee
William Hobbs of the Bentley
You’ll see amazing ECONOMY
hall, Friday night with prizes going given Friday by Mrs. A. J. Huston of this season. While his studies abroad
a
^
i
liis
experience
as
a
teacher
in
a
School
of Boston is visiting his par
ANGLO
to Frederick B artlett Mrs. Edward Neal street, Portland. Among the
college of another state have broadents, Me. and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs.
Baxter. Mrs John Dolan, Samuel
CAN 1 9 c
C O R N E D BEEF
m
,i
Anri»r«nn l gucsts were Mrs P rederick Warren cned hjs VieWpOint and relieved his
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Knowlton
butter B i n d s FUIL
Norwood. Mrs R* \ d A
” Rugg (Ogarita Rose), Mrs. H. N. Me- uterary creation.s of any taint of the
POUND
SU N -SW EE T
motored
to
Portland
for
the
weekend.
'7he
N e u f.S e m a ltm ct.^
and Robert Blackington.
|
Miss Alberta Robinson Mrs. | provlncial Mr Cof(in has lost therePKG.
? LB
J / p p e t iy e \ OtadteA.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collemer have
P R U N E S TENDERIZED
PKG 2 3 c
Adclbert L. Miles. Mrs. Howard P h il-| by none of the true Maine {lavor
Kenneth D Nosworthy of Boston
been spending a few days in Boston.
brook, who has been house guest of th a t he imparts t0 hls verses and to
R a s p b e rry R ip p le s ,,? ^
V E R Y FINE
was a guest for the weekend and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph French and
PINT
—
his prose compositions. The club
holiday of Mr. and Mrs Oscar S. Mrs. Harry E. Mishou.
r a s p b t r r y jtlL y V IN E G A R
.
.
a ,
Mrs. Harriet Coit of Philadelphia
BOTS | / C
feels particularly honored to be able j
Duncan. Main street.
i are guests at Green Gables.
_____
Junior Harmony Club met S atu r-, present Mr. Coffin, for whom this
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Thom and
Miss Catherine Chisholm and Rose J cia-v at ttle Universalist vestry, one jsiogan mjgbt well be adopted: "He
( son of Boston have been visitors at
new
name
being
added
to
thc
mema
native
of
Majne
he
lives
NO 2
Flanagan were home from Gorham
RED C R O S S P E A S N OS M3ASIEVE
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. W Mc
CAN 1 7 c
LL
Normal School for the weekend and bership list. Mrs. Rankin conducted Maine, he writes in Maine."
Kay.
a lesson on “Toscanini" followed by
holiday.
Raymond Snow who has employ
2 CANS 2 3 c
a short query and review of former | Mrs Robert Demulh Mrs John
B IR D ’S G O L D E N W A X B E A N S cut
ment
a f th e CCC Camp in Portland,
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
The postponed guest night of the lessons. A short but Interesting pro- MiUs and Miss Harriel Q ,over re
' has beenpassing a few days with his
Rubinstein Club will be held Friday gram was presented under the direc- j ceiVej prizes when the Monday
S A N T A C R U Z S P IN A C H .
.
.
C A N 19C
PLEASE
SEE
PAGES
3
AND
8
mother. Mrs. Mary Snow.
night. Feb. 26 at 7.45 each member tion of Mrs. Noyes, including current j Nlters met with Mrs Hazel BartleK,
J
Rexford
Daniels
of
New
York
city
having the privilege of inviting two events by Eloise Laud, who gave a at her home on the Old County road.
| is spending a few days in town.
guests. Appearing on the program very enlightening paper on abill be
Mrs. Mabel Powers and two sons
W
ED
.-TH
U
RS.
G O L D FLAKE
ing
introduced
in
this
country
to
cxare Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. Nettie
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost is recover
! have moved from the Montgomery
Averill Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins and elude all foreign musicians; piano ing from a case of grippe which has
2 jars 3 5 c
PEANUT BUTTER
building on Main street to her cottage
Lsi
Mrs. Gertrude Parker, in a two piano solo by Dorothy Kennedy and a very confined her to tLe house for about
at
Riverside
Park.
T H E KISS T H A T EN
number; Miss Nathalie Jones, Mrs. , able paper presented by Eileen Beach a month.
Miss Avis Bickford of Oakland is
RAPTURES...AND THE
D IA M O N D
Ruth Collemer and Mrs. Mabel , on the biographies of Paderewski and
KISS TH A T BETRAYS!
guest of her sister, Mrs. Robert Blake.
SEIDNER'S
2 PKGS 9 c
Strong, piano solas; Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Ruggiero Ricci. A lengthy discus- ■
an(j \ ; rs Walter H. Si>ear were
• *• •
8 OZ
M A Y O N N A IS E
Mrs. Esther Berman. Mrs. Marianne ' sion on the papers followed and plans in Boston over theholiday.
JAR
Dr. Samuel Tibbetts
Bullard. Mrs. Lucy Lowe. Mrs Beulah Iwere made for Maine Federation of
The funeral of Dr. Samuel Tibbetts,
P A T C H O R FUZZY
N A T IO N -W ID E
Ames. Mrs. Lydia Storer and Mrs Music Clubs which meets here thc
Edward Mullen is again on the
IALL
89. was held at the Good funeral
RED S A L M O N
2
pair
2
5
c
M
IT
T
E
N
S
.
.
CAN
Evelyn White, in vocal solos, and Mrs. j latter part of May, when the local active list, after seven weeks' illness.
home Monday Rev. W. F. Brown of
Elise Corner in dances.
] club will be hosts Junior day.
L IL L Y W H ITE
ficiating. Burial will be in Rockland
16 O Z
THREE C R O W
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, late
in the spring.
C O D F IS H
PKG
PREVENTS
cf Salem. Mass., are occupying the
Deceased was born in Rockland
2 PKGS 1 3 C
S O D A COLDS
N A T IO N -W ID E
Mort land apartments on Masonic
but had been a resident of this place
T H U R SD A Y
W EDNESDAY NIGHT
street.
F IS H CAKES ! C A N S
for 48 years. He was graduated from
Brought Bark Again
N A T IO N -W ID E — ASS'T. F L A V O R S
the Philadelphia Dental College in
To Please You!
BA NK NITE
C A M P B E L L 'S
William Smith of the Copper
G E L A T IN E
.
4 PKGS 1 9 «
1873 and was the oldest living gradu
TOTAL AWARDS
c nv iU
i p rcIjPEA-C
Kettle is able to be out again, after
A------------S P A RELER
A G Uy
S 3 CANS 2 7 «
ate at the time of his death. He was
J
$ 2 2 5 .0 0
five weeks' illness.
for
many
years
a
member
of
the
F IR S T AW ARD.
S150.00
C O L O N IA L — FANCY B A R B A D O S
S A N T A CRUZ
BOBBY
Philharmonic Society of Rockland, a
SECOND AWARD,
S 75.00
LGE
A S P A R A G U S T IP S ^ 2 7 c
2
5
<
M
O
L
A
S
S
E
S
.
.
BREEN
CAN
branch of the Maine Musical Festival.
SCREEN
RADIO SERVICE
He was a widely known bass singer
and as a young man sang much In
The Maine Music Co., recently ap
New York city.
pointed member of Radio Manufac
- Y E L L O W EYE
Surviving are two sons, Samuel H.
N A T I O N - W I D E B A K E D B E A N S P E ARED
turers' Service, has engaged the serv
17c
K ID N E Y
ices of Richard Sinclair, student of ra- ]
Tibbetts of Baston and Dr. Raymond
V IR G IN IA BR UC E
with
LAST
TIMES
TODAY
- C IN N A M O N
|
1 H O Z OR
Tibbetts of this town.
dio engineering of Indiana Tri-State j
M ELVYN D O U G L A S
TH R E E C R O W SPICES PEPPER
M A Y R O BSO N
, 2 O Z T IN S 2 5 c
GINGER - C L O V E S
DICK POWELL
I
Reginald Denny • Pert Kelton
S H A K E R TO P
College, with several years of prac
CHAIMS
Thurilon H all
in
BUTTERWORTH
From 'He Dory by Mil Ion Herbert Croppei
Extra! Extra. Yorkies famous hot
tical experience to his credit, and is
1 0 0 0 SHEET
“ON TIIF. AVE N U E’’
Directed by G o rd o n W ile *
N A T I O N - W I D E T O IL E T PA P E R
25c
R O LLS
Banilo Hume, Alon
dogs and delicious buttered pop corn
now fully equipped and qualified to
A C O L U M B IA P IC T U R E
M ow b rO r,
can
be
obtained
in
comfort
these
do guaranteed service work on all
days in spite of the wet and cold.
makes of radio receivers.
TODAY
Always fair weather where Yorkie is
Boake
Carter
in
his
news
commen
JANE WITHERS
at. Give yourself a treat; opposite
tation broadcasts, frequently recom
in
Comique Theatre. At the neon sign
"THE HOLY TERROR"
mends RM S. members to the public
for their radio service.—adv,
-adv,
’

O C lE T Y

"Crossroads of the Sea"
Among Interesting Papers
Presented
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Page Eiglit
BUT NOT TAMED
Father of the W aters” Has
Not Yielded Fully To Gov
ernment's Efforts
If the Mississippi River in flood
time should break all its levees and
spread over its natural flood plain,
the water would inundate an area
almost as large as Ireland, it is cal
culated by the National Geographical
Society. In this vast lake would be
mingled waters from 31 of th? 48
States of the Union.
"The Father of Waters is one of
the toughest enemies that the United
States Army has ever fought," savs a
bulletin from the Society's Washingten. D. C . headquarters. “Army en
gineers have been battling him for a
century and h a'e not yet clinched
their victory.
“War"

Against Father

M ore Costly Than

oi

Waters

Conflicts

of

1812 and 1846

“In the last decade alone, federal
funds spent on the war against
the Mississippi have approximately
equalled the combined cost of the War
of 1812 and the War with Mexico.
"Two thousand miles of earthen
dikes or levees, nearly as long as the
G reat Wall of China, guide the path
of 'Oi' Man River’ from Cape G irar
deau. Missouri, just above Cairo.
Illinois, to the sea. Since the last
disastrous Mississippi flood of 1927
alone there has been added to the
ltvees 6C3.X0033 cubic yards of earth
—twice as much as was excavated for
the Panama Canal. The total amount
of earth in the levees amounts to far
more.
“Levees alone make possible the
day-to-day existence of New Oriean-.
103 miles from the Mississippi’s mouth.
Built cn low ground, the entire city
is below high water mark; in fact,
its site slopes downward slightly away
from the river.
A stronger is
startled to see a ship sailing up the
river with its hull higher than his
head. So marshy is the soil that
many of the dead are ’buried’ above
ground in vaults.
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Lily Pons Again lo Sing “Luciti ”
In Metropolitan Opera Broadcast
By L IL Y PONS

♦'

Every coloratura soprano loves the reason Lucia is strangely reti rush at him . but he holds them at
“ Lucia di Lammermoor.” Here is cent about marriage is that she is ba.I w ith his sword.
Then the marriage contract is pro.
one opera, at least, that she com already in love with Edgardo, and
pletely dominates w ith her runs and that it might have been his bullet duced and Lucia must acknowledge
trills and arpeggios — everything that saved her life from a charging her signature The enraged Edgardo
bull. Ashton swears that death shall: demands his ring and then tramples
that musicians call “fireworks.’’ And
it under foot. He throws away his
be Edgardo's reward.
I. in particular, have a warm feeling
Then. In a short scene. Lucia I sword and offers himself to his
for the Donizetti opera, bet-ause it
meets Edgardo. He tells her that he enemies' thrusts, but is finally forced
was as Lucia th a t I, fresh from
from the hall.
the provincial operas of my na
The th ird act brings affairs to a
tive France, made my Metropolitan
climax. In the castle the wedding
Opera debut six years ago. I t was my
guests are still feasting and mak
chance to make a name in opera and.
ing m erry when the horror-stricken
of course. I was trembling in both
chaplain cries out that Lucia has
fear and hope.
suddenly gone mad and slain her
Before the curtain rose I crept out
husband. Lucia herself, deathly pale
and cut a tiny piece from the gold
and obviously bereft of reason, en
brocade on the M etropolitan curtain
ters shortly. She believes herself to
be w ith Edgardo and about to ho
— just for good luck. Suddenly I felt
married to him. "Ok Edgardo, I am
that somebody was standing behind
restored to thee," she sings, "and
me. It was Gatti-Casazza. the be
all thy enemies have vanished!" At
loved but greatly feared general di.
the end of this prolonged "mad
rector of the Metropolitan. "What
scene” she collapses in the arms of
are you doing?” he demanded. I con
her fa ith fu l companion.
fessed. “jWell. you had better not cut
M eanw hile Edgardo, horribly de
a piece from our curtain every time
pressed. passes the night among the
you make a success here," he replied
tombs of bis ancestors, aw aiting his
with a twinkle In his eyes. "Other
duel at dawn with Ashton. Tortured
wise. I am afraid we shall have no
by thoughts of Lucia, he b itterly re
curtain left." But that little piece of
proves her. “Joy is thy portion—
brocade must have helped because,
death alone I embrace!” H is sour
in all modesty, I may say that my must be ofT to France, but that be- musings are broken by the entry of
I fore he goes he will offer peace to her a group who tell him of the tragedy
debut really was a success.
Next Saturday afternoon I shall brother and ask his permission to' at the castle. Even then the bells of
sing “Lucia" again at the Metropoli I m arry Lucia. She dissuades him. Lammermoor toll the death of Lucia.
tan, in the performance to be heard 'kn ow ing only too well that Ashton In despair, Edgardo stabs him self to
over the National Broadcasting Com would refuse, and they p art secretly; death.
pany by courtesy of the Radio Cor betrothed. "W ith thy heart.” swears
Now a word about two famous
poration of America. Since my debut Lucia, "m ine shall fly forever."
songs of Lucia—the Sextette of the
Ashton is in desperate straits and. second act. and "Ardon gl' incensi”
I have worked hard to improve my
interpretation of the tragic Lucia to improve his fortune, he urges her of the th ird . The first, sung when
to
m a rry S ir Arturo. But she. w ith !
and now I feel certain that I can give
Edgardo rushes into the hall of Lam 
my audience, both at the opera and the w arm assurance of a woman in mermoor. is the best known of all
over the air, a finer and more com love, replies. “To another I long since! operatic airs. And it reflects w ith re
plete understanding of the music pledged my faith." Ashton is pre markable fidelity the confused emo
and story of this Italia n opera based pared for this He produces a forged tions of all the principals — anger,
on the English novel. "The Bride of letter, purporting to show that Ed despair and sympathy. The other,
Lammermoor," by S ir Walter Scott. gardo has forgotten his love tor from the mad scene, is the greatest
When the opera opens a group of Lucia. “Then the tomb." cries Lucia, of all coloratura arias, the supreme
guards are searching for a mysteri "is my only refuge:"
test, you m ight say, of her technical
Pressiug his advantage, Ashton and a rtis tic abilities.
ous stranger observed, on several oc.
casions. lurking about the grounds declares that his treason, already
In "L u c ia " on Saturday, the part
of Lammermoor castle Normanno— discovered, will ruin him unless she of Edgardo w ill be taken by Fred
ail the Scots in the opera have had marries Arturo. The benumbed Lucia erick Jagel. and that of Lord Enrico
their names Italia n ize d —suggests to advances and signs the marriage Ashton by John Brownlee. Ezio
Ixird Enrico Ashton that the in contract. No sooner has she finished! Pinza w ill be heard as Raimondo,
truder may be Edgardo of Ravens than Edgardo. returned from his' the chaplain of Lammermoor. and
wood. traditional enemy of the Ash voyage, breaks into the h all of his! Angelo Bada will be Normanno.
tons. He further hints that perhaps e n e m ie s . The assembled knights, Gennari Papi w ill conduct.

Every-Other-Day

M A N Y N E W M EMBERS

Educational Club Has Widely
Varied Program, With Ex
cellent Speakers

H A V E Y O U REALLY
STO PPED T O THINK

The February meeting of the Wom
an’s Educational Club held Friday
afternoon and evening at Grand Army
hall was devoted to the discussion oi
current topics. Bible quotations, civics
questions famous women, papers and
speakers.
A well prepared paper on Florence
Nightingale" was presented by Mis.
Lelia Benner. Mrs. Ann? Snow then
discussed the attitude ef the Presi
dent cn the Supreme Court and the
advisability of allowing the matter to
res; entirely with the President. She
quoted radio reports and newspapers
regarding the question One of the
arguments was that- the Supreme
Court as it now stands hinders the
President from passing laws that are
needed at the present day. The po-sibll'ly of the Pr? dent appointing a
woman to the bench was brought out in
connection with the fact that he has
already appointed women to respon
sible offices.
Mrs. Snow also discussed the settle
ment of the General Motors strike.
In this connection th° occupying of
the factories by the trikers was com
pared with the situation where a maid
who asked for more pay should re
fuse to leave the house until she ob
tained it. - She considers that differ
ence* between employer and employ?
should be settled in an orderly man
ner with both union and non-union
members equally represented and the
employer's right to his property re,-pccted. She tlten discussed the Edu
cation Bill before th? State Legisla
ture and expressed the opinion that
every child is entitled to equal oppor
tunities and th at the larger towns
should be willing to have the appro
priations apport.oned in such a way
as to give the rural child an education cn a par with the child fortu
nate enough to live in a larger place.
• • • •

J U S T W H A T A $1 S E A S O N T IC K E T
T O T H E C O M M U N IT Y F O O D FA IR
EN TITL ES Y O U T O ?
—

Consider These 22 Features

—

1. Thousands of Samples given cut at
the door.

11. Special demonstration c f Electiic
Refrigeratois.

2. Thousands of Samples g’.ven out at
the booths.

12. Food Sampling.

3. Five Booths, Cooking or Preparing
Foods.

14. Baby Shew .

4. Special G ifts and Prizes at booths.

16. Beano, with extra good piizes.

5. Free M ovies afternoon and night.

17. A u tom ob le Display.

6. Tw o Amateur Shows, cash prizes.

18. Home Cooked Food and Candy for
sale.

7. A chance to win the Grand Prizes.
8. Latest in Gas and Electric Stoves.
9. A chance to meet old friends.

13. Grabs.

I f . Ya:n Demor.stiation.

19. Paint Demonstrations.
20. Dart Game.
21. Plenty of Good Things to Eat.

10. Entertainment afternoon and night.

22. Plenty of convenient seats.

AND M ANY OTHER FEATURES
You can enjoy all these features, 11 performances in all, for less than 9 cents for
each performance, by the purchase c f a $ 1 .0 0 season ticket.
W hy not buy yours today?

state being institutions or organizaThe club was 100 percent In solid making, etc., so that the river and
tions, while religion and citizenship reading.
bay ports were shives of industry
are ways of life, indeed they constiMiss Villa Hayden spoke on "Voice Wiscasset was once a Port of Entry
tute the art of living together. When Use. ” The advantages of a pleasing and Andrew Carnegie entered the
religion finds its way to its pos-ibl • voice was breught cut on the case country there, also Louis Philippe,
Mrs. Emma Bradstreet discussed place in citizenship, politics will cease of President Roosevelt who posseues He explained the difference between
the Supreme Court question bringing to be a game which men play like a well-modulated speaking voice, and a clipper ship and a schooner, stating
out the fact the three departments of ehess- and recover its dignity as a way Landon whose voice lacked certain that the clippers were designed pri
the Government were originally meant t0 swk the <?ornmon 8°°d through desirable qualities. She emphasized marily for speed rather than capacity,
may
be
taken
on
the
bottom
only
Pr,historic Gulf of Mexico Reached land and allowed to slide into the
SHRIM P FISHERIES
the basic and major the point th at people will listen will- and were used to round the Horn to
water at the desired place.
during the day and in greatest tc be a check on each other and that servke One
F ar Up Present Valley
if
the
President
has
full
control
ot
reasons
for
the
tragic
economic col- , ingly to a pleasing voice, but give take eggs to California where they
Some of Surplus W a ter Diverted
Com’r Reyler Wants Experi quantities on the brightest days. They all three much of this advantage lapse of the last few years was the scant attention to a rasping one. al- , brought «15 adozen at one time, and
"The vicinity of Cairo. 111., where
are
usually
found
in
regions
where
From Stream
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers mee'..
ment Made This Summer .other fish are abundant. They are wculd be lost. She discussed the P°verty of moral and ethical values though the latter may be saying other products. The schooners were
once was reached by an arm of the
"But to build levees high enough
designed for coastwise traffic and had
brilliantly colored being deep pink Spanish Civil War and the* prospect during the Proflt economy prior to things of greater Import
— Some Facts
. . . .
Gulf of Mexico. In the long age.- ancj strong enough to confine the
two. three or four masts as a rule
of many countries being drawn in^0 1929 The fact is th at we were bank- i
to bright red all over the body.
rupt religiously before we felt th ”
since then, the silt-laden waters ol ! largest floods would be impractical,
Prof. Albert Whitmore of University although larger ones sometimes went
As soon as the shrimp are landed, the conflict which may cause us some
Last summer the Maine Depart
the Mississippi have built more and
anxiety as this war is a testing Pres5ure of an unbalanced budge. oj j j aine a natiVe of the city, gave to far countries. Sir William Phipps
so when OI’ Man River swells so ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries, they are collected at once, cleaned of
more land below the site of Cairo,
ground for Fascist ideas Hitler and economically. He also brought out a talk on shipping and allied indus- and Sir William Pepperell were men
all
invertebrate
animals
and
of
botuntil today the city is 600 miles from much he must o\ erflow .he Arm> in cooperation with the U S Bureau
contjUcted in the State dur- tioned as connected with the ship
tem debris and ccoked as soon as , Mussolni both being interested in the the *dvl lllat manv persons very lax trles
the sea. Through this alluvial val- Plans for him to do it with 'east pos- of Fisheries and the Fisherman’s Re
in the duties of citizenship were ac- lng the
generatlon The Vir- ping industry.
outcome.
as
the
government
of
Spain
possible. It is generally agreed that
ley the Mississippi winds serpentlike. - ibie damage Back ol and parallel to lief Corporation made exhaustive
live
in
the
church
and
vice
versa.
.
gmia
w
u
the
flrst sh|p buUt in thp
Richard Reed, representing the Sea
the sooner shrimp are cooked the is at present Communistic.
meandering so much that it flow* lhe main channel are floodway tests and surveys on the possibility of
*
*
*
*
State
at
Popham
Beach and it at- and Shore Fisheries Department,
In
discussing
the
General
Motor.,
better flavor they will have. They
1333 miles to travel the straight-line ■areas of low lands and courses of a profitable commercial shrimp fish
The speaker compared the coral tracted much attention in London showed interesting pictures of the
should be cooked like lobsters, strike Mrs. Bradstreet called attendistance of 600 miles. In recent times minor streams. into which surplus ery in th e Gulf ot Maine. All of the
dumped quickly into vigorously boil tion to the fact that the strikers de- reef which is built up from uncount- Whenthe lumber industry was in ful! scallop industry and persons connect
it has extended its delta into th* fl°°d waters are guided. The fleod- facts have now been assembled and
ed with the fisheries of the State;
ing water while still alive. Therefore fled the laws in occupying the fac- ed deposits of multitudinous genera- swing at Bangor boatswere someGulf of Mexico at the rate of one *ays have their own levees, to pre a report prepared.
It is necessary to have cookers on tories. and that the authorities failed j tiens with the gains which the past times crowded four or five deep at also flounder fishing which is con
mile every 21 years.
1vent the excess water from spreading
Observers on board the New Dawn, board for this purpose.
in a great crisis. The Child Labor has brought down to us. The in- the docks and the river was so crowd- sidered to be of great value to this
"In effect the long levee system ' 100 far Down the flocdwa>'s - with the boat used in the work, feel con
On the New Dawn gasoline stoves Amendment received consideration stinctive nature of religion was also ] ed as to make navigat.on difficult section. The club voted to support
provides a sort of canal for the Mis- a minimum of damage, rolls the sur- vinced th a t enough shrimp live in the
were used to heat the water in 15 and Gov. Hurley’s views were cited brought out. He also called atten- | Shipping caused other industries to : the Fisheries Department in its re
sissippi from Cairo to the sea. confin
Gulf to support a fishery and that gallon galvanized cans or cooking to the effect that this amendment tion to the fact that Jesus never em- boom such as the ice industry, lime, habilitation program.
ing the waters between narrow limit., cannot carry, eventually rejoining the this fishery would probably be most retorts The shrimp are permitted to would put one-third of the popula- ; ployed the name "religion." The re- the blacksmith trade, cask and barrel |
By Margaret Gould.
and preventing it from spreading over main stream below the danger point, profitable if carried on by boats of cook about two minutes after the l tion under the direct jurisdiction of ' ligious urge in man. he considers to
its natural flood plain in times ot or reaching the Gulf by another route from 30 to 63 feet in length. It only water again comes to a vigorous boil. the federal government and require! be the great dynamic which comba.£
"At the upstream ends of the flood- remains for the fishermen to obtain
high water. High bluffs do away with
They are then removed with a dip a horde ot cfficials to keep tabs on disintegration and which demands ;
the necessity of levees on the east ways are fuse plug levees' which work the necessary gear and begin.
net and spread out in a shallow layer its enforcement. Dr Lowell’s views that we be made whole, and furnishes j
As to how much money such a boat in clean boxes to cool. When cold, cn the Child Labor amendment were : the means by which human nature I
side of the river for about half the like a steam engines safety valve.
distance from Cairo to the Gulf. They They are levees so built that when can expect to make cannot be ex they are packed in tightly covered quoted and showed him to be of the can be changed. He also brought oil
extend most of the way from Cairc the river rises to the danger point, pressed any more than similiar pre tins and put on ice. Fresh water or opinion th at this bill went so far ns that the history of religion is the histo M e m p h is . T e n n .. a n d fro m V i c k s - f 0 * * ' fuse p lu g ' U
»y th e
dictions can be made on haddock or ice m ust never come in direct con to give the government control over tory of the progress of mankind. <»id
burg. Muss , to Baton Rouge. La
which then breaks through tnis other fishing. As much depends tact with them during the com I the children of this country and the the fact that the movements for social
Levees guard the west bank of th" P0" 10"
the levee and carves lts upon the market as the boat and the mercial handling The same cooking term "labor ’ might be construed to betterment are to be found in the i
Tht .ncre knowledqe lliaf al the Columbui you are indeed al the
j own way into the basin below. Some fishermen. Maine and Boston whole
social and qroqrapliir.il center n! Iliinq: lends a sense ol wellbeing
river for its entire length.
water may be used repeatedly until include chores or tasks about the distinctly Christian countries and are ,
times the process is hastened by blow salers have however, given assurance
llial enhances your entire slay. Bui Lulumbus charm is rooted deep in
about 150 pounds have been cooked In home on even school whch some chil- found in the most virile form where
Levees Protect Area Equal To M ary  ing up fuse plugs as was done this
that they can absorb any quantity of it.
practical foundations in quiet luxury ol appointments. in proficiency
dren
believe
to
be
labor.
The
point
,
Christianity
is
most
vigorous
and
proj
land and Massachusetts
year just below Cairo. 111.
shrimp taken in New England.
in providing Ibe creature comforts, in superior service Two entire
was brought out that most success- j duces its best fruits.
There
are
several
ways
of
prepar
"The alluvial valley of the Missis
"There are three important floodNets with a mesh of not less than ing shrim p for market. They are raw ful adults were trained to perform
At the evening session with about
flours nl public rooms, individual decnraliuns. balhs with Imtli Inb and
sippi between Cape Girardeau. Mo.. ways on the west side of the Missis 1*4 inches should be used Smaller
headed, raw peeled (fresh I. raw definite tasks in their childhood and 45 members present, patriotic exer- |
shower. rumplele snll-waler plant steam heal, unique sevenlpenth
and the Gulf of Mexico, contains sippi. One. between Cairo and New mesh would be destructive to the
I rises were in order—Salute to the
peeled rfrozen! cooked whole, cooked youth.
floor diiiinq room-added lu centralized convenience to every
about 30.000 square miles, and the Madrid. M o. already has been opened young and in a short time it would
Mrs. Sleeper spoke of the women Flag. Mrs. Emery; Gettysburg Adheaded and cooked peeled. Only a
business and recreational aclivily—these are foremost amonq Ibe
levee system is extended to protect and helped lower the flood stage at be necessary to take conservation
;dress, Janet Dunton; Lords Prav*r.
long period of market experimenting who had made history.
many factors that conlribule lo complete vacatiuu enjoyment in
more than 20.500 square miles of this, the former city. Another extends measures to protect the fishery.
• • • •
; Mrs Etta Covel; Preamble to the
will tell which method is the most
Miami s Finest Ilulel
equal in area to Maryland and Mass- from the point where the Arkansas
These northern shrimp prevail successful. It must be remembered,
Miss Edna Gregory, wearjng a gay Constitution. Miss Bertha Orbeton;
Rnmj/izwir are aJnuble, U or IVwr toity
achusetts. from any flood. The re- River joins the Mississippi, to the from Nova Scotia to Cape Cod They
however, that it the shrimps are sold broad-brimmed hat of variegated Americans Creed. Mrs. Richardson,
inaining area, about as large as Ver Red River in Louisiana, following a are found in depths of 35 to 400
raw. they will probably meet unfavor fibers and carrying a large hand bas
Mrs. Nettie StewSrt gave a humormont. is protected on an average of course between the main river and fathoms and are very different in
able competition with the southern to match, gave a most interesting ous reading followed by a peen,
from two in three to 14 in 15 years, Macon Ridge on the west. The third appearence from the southern specie.
specie, of which the flesh is firmer account of her recent trip to the "Father Forgets, by W Livingston
depending upon location.
follows the Atchafalaya River and They reach a length of eight inches. and will keep longer.
M I A M I 'S I I I 1 S T H A V rH U N T 11 II I tl L
Bahama Islands and Cuba, having Larned, from Dale Carnegie's boo-c
"To keep the Mississippi within its two parallel channels from the Red They are commonly found on a soft
The Department would like to see gone a distance of over 2030 miles. How To Win Friends and lnffver.ee
banks as far as possible, the Army River to the Gulf, west of the main mud bottom. During the late winter
several Maine boats rigged out for The overnight change from winter People
since 1927 has been adding an aver stream.
they move inshore to spawn. They shrimping this coming summer and to midsummer weather greatly 1mThree new names. Mrs. Evelyn
age of three feet in height to levees
“To keep the flood crest from rising
will cooperate in every way possible pressed her as did the novelty of Spear. Waldoboro; Mrs. Minnie Fulwhich previously were 15 to 30 feet too high, also, the Army is building cubic feet of water per second swirl
to help the fishermen. It has a few traveling on a British liner. T h e . ler- Union; and Mrs. Sylvia Reed,
high, and giving the river more elbow storage reservoirs on tributaries of ing down between the levees before
copies of this report available for luxuriousness of life on shipboard wasi Rockland, were presented for memroom by straightening, widening and the Mississippi to withhold water the first! major diversion point. Half
those who are really Interested in the clearly shown by photographs taken bership. The three latest life memLAKE W O R T H , F L O R ID A
deepening the main channel.
temporarily from the main stream un of this, however, or 1.500.000 cubic commercial harvesting of shrimp. l on the liner and souvenir menus bers are Mrs. Priscilla Richardson
In (he Palm Beach Area. Six miles south of Palm Bearh.
“At bends in the river and other til it can be safely released
feet, would be diverted far upstream They will find in it charts, net and which were passed among the audi- Mrs. Clyde Smith and Miss Cora
Everything Florida Has— We Have. Hotel directly faces Lake
points, earthen levees are sometimes
“Low-lying New Orleans, its high near Angola. La —110 miles on an air ! gear diagrams and other helpful inence included many unfamiliar Hall.
W orth. Only one-half mile from one of the finest beaches on
scoured and undermined by swift cur est ground only ten feet above the line above New Orleans—and turned
! formation.
the Atlantic Coast. Picturesque and interesting G olf Course
dishes. Other souvenirs consisted of
rents. To prevent this, the Army Gulf of Mexico, would be swamped into th e floodways th at follow the
100 yards away. Horseback Riding— Tennis. One and oneunique dolls, one representing a pick
A
new
life
member.
Miss
Cora
Hall,
has developed various types of huge if a flood of major proportions flowed Atchafalaya River into th e Gulf if
quarter hours from Ilialeah Race Track, Miami.
T hat is an interesting rumor that aninny and the other a sailor, also a and 55 regular members were voted
’m ats' which are placed under water .solely down the main channel of the Mexico to the west. F arth er down.
L. R. H A W K IN S , General Manager
bandeau of flowers made of colored in. The fcfllowing were admitted to
against the levee sides at danger river with no other outlet to the sea. 20 miles above the city, another Scotland is drifting closer to Ireland
156-tf
fish scales. She gave an Interesting membership: Hazel Anzalone. Flora
points to protect against this water But two safety valves insure the 250.000 cubic feet per second would and America. Believing the jokesters,
description of the trip into Havana Barnard. Elizabeth Black. Minnie
action. They are made of interwoven safety of the Crescent City even from be diverted through the giant Bon Scotland Is close enough.—Rochester
harbor illustrating it with a pano Blethen. Mrs. George Cumming. Flor
branches, or small concrete slabs what the Army engineers call a net C arre spillway into huge Lake Democrat-Chronicle.
rama view, the trip ashore being ence Danforth. Louise Drewett. Cath
linked together by metal fastenings, ’super flood.’
| Pontchartrain which connects with
made in a tender. The lavish use of erine Dow. Mrs. Charles Emery, Jen
or of asphalt, laid in huge sheets on
"Such a flood would bring 3.000.000 the Gulf. Only 1.250.000 cubic feet
marble in the public buildings greatly nie Feyler, Gertrude French. Martha
per second would roll between the PATRONIZE LOCAL MERCHANTS
impressed her as did the fact that Gross. Eva Greene. Nellie Gregory,
RATES:
New Orleans levees, and the dikes
very little English was spoken, even Mrs. Grover. Louise Holbrook. K ath
Jmqle ' 2 » 3” 3 “
] can hold back this amount without
in Woolworth's where she went in erine Haines. Mabel Hallowell. Lela
to Y o u r h o te l in B O S T O N
0oubl« ’ l » - X » 4 U
danger of overflow, the engineers
search of souvenirs, but found much Haskell. Lila Holmes. Clara Jacks,
calculate, at a stage of 20 feet above
Ail vo
omi w tt« urea
the same jgoods as are seen in the Caroline Jameson, Winnifred Karl,
5 0 0 R ooms
F. G. CONGDON, Common Carrier Service
average low water.
»»<Uy r«t«4
United’ States. While on her trip she Mabel Keene, Riah Knight, Hattie
ROCKLAND
"The Mississippi at New Orleans is
purchased a copy of a catchy tune Keating. Ethel Ludwig. Edna Leach.
Daily service to and from Belfast, Camden, Rock
R A D IO
GARAGE CO.
40 feet deep along the docks, 200 feet
which seemed to be enjoying much Laura Leonard. Marian Lindsey. Mrs
S E R V ID O R
land, Thomaston, Damariscotta, Bath, Brunswick,
at midstream, and from one-third to
ROCKLAND, ME.
popularity and which she played on Frank D Low, Harriet Ludwig. Beu
T U B ’ ’.S H O W E R
Richmond, Bowdoinham, Gardiner, Hallowell. Au
two-thirds of a mile wide. Upstream
the piano at the conclusion of het lah Larrabee. Olive Maddox. Helen
the river varies in depth, even at low
talk.
gusta, Waterville, Fairfield, Portland, Bridgton, Har
Mitchell, Edna MacAllister, Elizabeth
water. From the Gulf of Mexico to
Rev. F. W. Brown held the close Newbert, Elizabeth Noonan. Molly
rison, Fryeburg, Cornish, Kezar Falls, Biddeford,
Baton Rouge a channel of 35 feet Is
attention of the audience with a North. Bernice Osier. Lizzie Piper,
Sanford, Bar Mills, West Buxton, Gorham and all
« NORTH S T A T IO N
maintained for navigation, but at
well-prepared talk on "Religion and Lillian Pomeroy, Mrs. C. B. Porter,
*4. S T E P •frtm y o tir T R A I N ' t»your R O O M *
intermediate points.
some places the stream is 203 feet
Citizenship'
The problem of the Lula M. Rice, Mary Rogers, Leah
deep. From Baton Rouge to Cairo
union of church and state is entirely Ramsdell Puller. Loretta Rich. Har
T el.— Rockland 953-W ; Camden 703; Belfast 353
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
the channel is kept a t a depth ol
different from the conjunction of re riet Stickney. Lottie Spear, Estelle
16-tf
1nine feet.”
ligion and citizenship, the church and Seliger, Minnie Spinney.
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